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SUB food costs

by Kris Bradner
feature editor
Students ordering food in the
SUB last week have been annoyed by long waits while their
order s were being filled. Hungry customers have been puzzled as cooks dole out exa <'tly
four ounces of french fries,
checking their accuracy down to
the last fry with a scale.'
Upon ordering a sundae one
student was amazed that everything from the ice cream to the
chocolate and nuts were carefully
weighed.
The cafeteria has other problems: Prices have gone up, hours
are shorter and many burger
items are not being offered yet.
The SUB, like everyone else,
has been effected by the dramatic 20 per cent increase in food
prices and like many schools is
suffering from a smaller enrollment.
SUB Director, Don Wise said
that the "entire SUB is operating on fewer dollars and the
cafeteria cannot offer the sameservices it used to. We are trying
to make it as good a service as
possible."
Last year the SUB
food service lost money. This
year it must be "run well enough
so that it will be around next
year," Dean Wise.

j.{QW CAN I IMPRESS
PEOPLE WITH THE NEED

TO BE MORE CAREFUL
WlTH FIRE THI

He added that "we are not expected to make money" and said
that he would be happy if they
broke even.
This means that labor and food
costs must be cut back.
Hours must be cut to conserve
on the labor force. If students
wish to eat in a clean environment they will have to pick up
after themselves, Dean Wise said .
adding that it is expensive to hire
people to bus the tables. As it is,
the cafeteria will not be open on
weekends and only from 7:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. during weekdays.
A careful eye must be kept on
food prices and portions. It is
difficult to say how high prices
will go until the beef bid is in (the
SUB is currently operating on
last years beef). Many burger
items are not · being offered
pending the bid, but Dean Wise
said he hoped they could be
offered next week.
Portion control is insured by
having cooks carefully weigh
servings which they will continue
to do until they have an accurate
idea of an "honest portion," said
Dean Wise.
In previous years ice cream
cones were so large that the SUB
lost up to 200 per cent and bags ·
of french fries were so overstuffed "that they were spilling
out all over the counter and gril1;'
added
cafeteria
supervisor
Nancy Hubbard.
In spite of all these problems
and conditions, Dean Wise said
that "there is no question about
surviving. We are going to make
it because we are going to try
very hard."
And they are trying. The SUB
supe1:'visors Micky Thayer and

Ms. Hubbard have come up with
several special features that are
good buys for students.
Good breakfasts are available
from 7:30 a.m. at very reasonable
prices.
For a quick lunch on the run
the SLB has created the "brown
bag special." Priced at 99 cents
students receive a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, a balogna
sandwich, cookies, an apple and
half pint of milk carefully packaged in a brown paper bag.
Stating that "canned soups
taste like canned soups," Ms.
Hubbard has added homemade
soups and chili to the daily lunch
menu.
Ms. Thayer is working on a
new selection of inexpensive
sandwiches and salads. Students
can look forward to openface
sandwiches and such sandwich
concoctions as · grilled balogna,
tomato and lettuce, and cheese,
dill pickle, tomato and lettuce.
A hot entree will also be served
daily.
Prices compare favorably with
other food business in the area
and like a famous chain of burger
stands, lunch may be bought for
less than one dollar.
Students may eat in either the
regular cafeteria or in the special
dining room, formerly Uncle
Marsh's Place. Here diners will
help themselves to · the daily
special; pour their own soups and
make their own salads in a quiet
atmosphere.
Inspite of the small budget the
SUB this quarter is trying to
"please students and give them
fast service;-· concluded Ms.
Thayer.
It is one place that you can still
get a 10 cent cup of coffee.

WISE SMACKS LIPS -- Don Wise, SUB director ladling soup during the noon rush is indicative of the SUB's tight money situation
caused by budget cuts and high food costs.
[Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell]
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Natural childbirth
classes planned
by Smitty
editor-in-chief
Having babies may be a
natural miracle that has been
going on since the beginning of
time, but , some people believe
that today's parents-to-be need
all the help they can get. The
result is a class in "prepared
childbirth" being offered this
quarter on campus through Yakima Valley College.
Taught by Barbara Bledsoe
and Dena Freeman, the 10-week
course will offer two college
credits and cover such topics as
body-building and exercises,
emotions during pregnancy,
value systems, the actual delivery process and the role of the
future father.
It's good therapy for the
husband to know what he can do
to help, said Ms. Freeman, a
registered nurse at the Kittitas
Valley Hospital. She stressed the
importance of building a strong
father.: baby relationship "to
make the father more than just
the checkbook."
MS'. Freeman is a strong
advocate of the father's presence
in the delivery room and added
that until about three years ago

this was not the case in Ellensburg.
According to her, "Ile couple
through sheer persistance were ·
able to convince their doctor to
allow the husband to be present
in the delivery room. "He had to
stand by the door, ready to leave
'the moment anything, went
wrong," said Ms. Freeman.
But the birth went smoothly,
she added, and soon the word
spread that one doctor did allow
men in the delivery room.
In describing the course. Ms.
Freeman said that it basically
tries to prepare couples for the
total experience of giving birth
and the months after.
While she reported that unofficial records show that class
graduates have had smoother
births and required less medication, "in every class there is
someone who has an experience
totally different from our preparations."
Persons interested in attending the classes should register at
the Continuing Education Office
in Peterson Hall. Cost for the
course is $16, the first class is to
be held tonight at 7 in Grupe
Conference Center.

Attention
INDECISION GETS GUIDANCE --Long lines
and big questions beset students at registration
time. Glenn B. Short, assistant professor from

the anthropology department, answered some
questions and gave guidance to this young co-ed.
[Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell]

Homecoming plans vary
One of the highlights of Home·coming Week will be the Nov. 9
concert featuring Wishbone Ash,
an English group strumming a
mixture of blues and rock.
Senator Barry Goldwater of
Arizona will be playing the political side of the game when he
speaks earlier in the week, Nov.
6.
A hopefully huge bonfire will
light the sky Nov. 8 . with the

burna~le materials donated by
the competing residence areas l,
2 and 3.
-

Kickoff time on Saturday, Nov.
10 signals the beginning of the
battle between our Central Wildcats and Western's Vikings. A
dance has been tentatively scheduled for after the game.
The Associated Students of
Central (ASC) is sponsoring
homecoming. Jerry Seaman and

HUGE OLDIES 45 CATALOGUE

Cathy Sp~da, chairpersons for
the event, ·hope to coordinate it
so that "a mixture of old and new
activities will interest everyone"
and "appease" those who are
dubious about the value of
homecoming.
More activities are in the
planning stage now in conjunction with the Alumni Association, the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce and the Residence
Hall Council.
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College voters decide •issues
A laboratory newspaper of Central Washington State College
published weekly except holidays and the final week of each
quarter. Views expressed are those of students, staff and editors
not necessarily of Central Washington State College. Advertising
material presented does not necessarily imply endorsement. Mail .
subscription price $1 per quarter or $3 per year, payable to the
Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, WA 98926. Entered as second
class matter Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Editor-in-chief ......................... Phil "Smitty" Smithson
Managing Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Liz Hall
News Editor .................................. Karla Stakston
Feature Editor ............................ .. ... Kris Bradner
Sports Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rafael Gonzales
Copy Editor ..................................... Liz Whiting
Photo.Editor .................................. Paddy Cottrell
Ad Manager ............................... Mark LaFountaine
Business Manager ................................. Craig Lyle
Advisors ..................................... Calvin Johnson
Marge Langness
The Crier welcomes and encourages letters to the editor
regardless of source or stance on any issue. Letters should be
typed and limited to 250 words if possible. The Crier reserves the
right to edit all letters for space and possible libelous content.
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NBofC has an easier way
to track down expenses.
Is "The Case of the Disappearing Funds" your mystery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've spent your money, what
you've spent it on .and how much you have left. It's
the easiest way to track down expenses. Nn~c
·

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

0~

MEMBER F.0.1.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO S20.000 EACH DEPOSITO~.

This week the Political Affairs Commission
and the League of Women Voters have sponsored a voter registration drive, the success of
which will depend on Central students, their
opinions and their roles in this small community.
It may be merely an interesting fact to some
that the college makes up approximately one
half of the Ellensburg community and obviously
could be the deci.d ing force in local elections and
city government proposals.
But for others, this fact could be a call to
action, especially in light of the fact that local
elections will be held here, in addition to the
monumental state issues to be decided next
month.
Initiative 282 will deal with the matter of
legislative and judicial salaries and will decide

whether the people shall have the power to
reduce the paychecks of state officials.
The infamous youth drinking law will be given
over to the people for a decision, a decision
which every voter under 21 with half a brain
should want to take a part in.
Locally, a long-standing disagreement over a
new well of enormous quantity and ·quality
discovered on college property is still being
fought over,( and public pressure might decide
the outcome.
Decisions are the menu for the future, and if
this campus considers itself anything more than
a conglomeration of bookworms, jocks, drunks
and paranoids, it should see the obligation it has
to come out of its ivy-covered shell and become
part of the real world.

AdmiSsion forced

by Smitty
editor-in-chief
In a story this issue about the athletic
adm\.ssion charge at Central, Adrian "Bink"
Beamer, the director of athletics, said the department was forced to charge admission
because the ASC and -the Joint Student Fees
Committee (JSFC) had cut the athletic budget.
Let's get the record straight on a few things.
First, the way I see it, the Joint Student Fees
merely recommended that the athletic department be cut along with every other department.
To refresh a few memories up there in Nicholson's land, James Brooks, college president,
restored a $7000 cut for athletics two years ago
that the JSFC had recommended.
Another example: that same year it was discovered that using state money to pay for preseason training of the football team was jllegal.
The ASC has no say whatsoever in the
budgetary alotments of Joint Student Fees
money. Further, after the college president is
through going over the budget with Edward
Harrington, vice-president for academic affairs,
the recommendations must then be approved by
the Board of Trustees before the loot-splitting is
official.
No dear friends and enemies, the students in
the ASC office didn't do the jocks in. And
neither did the Joint Student Fees Committee,
made up of administrators, faculty and non-ASC
connected students.
If there is blame to lay on this mess, look to
the athletic directors and personnel who have
allowed unethical and outrageous ;>ractices to go
on year after year.
Look towards those responsible for money
squandered on gifts to lettermen, over $4000
last year, resulting in Beamer and tennis coach
Dean Nicholson having to come before the ASC
to obtain money so they could send some
outstanding tennis players to nationals.
Picture if you will, those two athletic giants
standing before the ASC legislature, lavishing
praise on the tennis team and its chances in the

upcoming nationals. While in some dark corner
of the pavilion, the girl's athletic department is
struggling to put on a poor excus~ for a women's
track team not because the talent isn't there,
but because they don't have the money to buy
new equipment or send their teams to many
competitions.
While the men have been getting all the glory,
the women have .been paying their own way to
competitions and just managing to make ends
meet.

And so now in the name of community spirit,
high school students are being allowed to get
into games for the same price as college
students. The hell it is. It really called the heck
with our students, we need more money.
It's a shame that things have come to this,
be.cause they could have been prevented a long
time ago. For years now, the ASC has been
suggesting that the athletic department charge
a small admission price, to games and I don't
think students would have minded paying 25 or
50 cents to see a football or basketball game.
But the words just seemed to tumble like so
many gymnasts off the shoulders of those in
charge and it was figured that somehow the
department would be taken' care of.
Well, reality has hit and now it seems like the
athletic department is overreacting and thus
overcharging.
Maybe when some of the injustices within
that department are rectified, you guys might
get some sympathy and support. But the only
sympathy I have is for some of the athletes- the
women because of the recognition and funds that have been denied them- the men because
the unfair admission charge may keep students
from attending home games.
And that's a shame because no matter how
unfair the management of Nicholson Pavilion,
we've got one helluva fine assortment of talent
on the field and in the gym and they might turn
out to be the big losers when the final score is
tallied.

.
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Support needed
To .the editor:
Hi:.
Needed: A minimum of 50
· postcards.
Saying: Yes-Parole (No signature needed). ·
Why: It will impress my
warden.
So: He will recommend my
parole this year.
Me: I'm 44, single, honest, sincere and dedicated.
Have never done a violent
thing.
Licked my gambling problem
completely during this almost
three year confinement.
- Also: Am interested in a girl.
You: Have a great year!
John J. Desmond Jr. 19491
Box 1000
Steilacoom, WA 98388

Locals excluded
To the editor:
We represent a group of local
off campus new students who
feel discriminated against for the
following reasons: 1) We are local
students (who have lived in

Ellensburg most of our lives.) 2) "student" participation.
Nowhere did the college state
We live off campus and live at
home. 3) We are new students. the tug of war was for dorms
We are referring to the "New only. It states "All Colleg_e" tug
Student Week" that is supposed of war.
to allow us to become "familar
Nowhere did it state you had
with campus, faculty, college and to have a meal card for the/
fellow students." Sure.
western dinner at the rodeo
All through our elementary, grounds.
junior high and high school
Where do off campus students
education we have been looking go to listen to academic adminisforward to and preparing for trative speakers who are schecollege, only to find that Central duled for the dorms?
was not prepared for us.
How can we be proud to be a
We have lived in Ellensburg part of Central when in the eyes
most of our lives. We have of other people we aren't?
grown up around the college, and
You must include and involve
we and our parents, as well as off campus students from Ellensthe community support all Cen- burg or you will continue to los_e
tral activities. But in return for interest from the community and
this we have received nothing. local students. We no longer
And yet we pay the same tuition want to feel or be considered
as those who live in dorms. · second class students.
Action has been started in
We have tried to·participate in
the "New Student Week" activi- solving this problem with the
ties but found that for the lack of help of Dean Wise but we
a dorm name and meal card we encourage other off campus
were excluded. However, we . students to get involved.
received in our mail pamphlets
Cyndi Cross
and newspaper inserts listing the
Sharon Colwell
scheduled activities for the week
new students
with paragraphs encouraging

New method tested
by Civil Service
Nationwide ,field testing of a
. new method for evaluating federal white-collar jobs for pay determination and other purposes
will begin later this month, the
Civil Service Commission' announced today. The new method,
called the factor ranking-benchmark approach, calls for breaking a job into factors then measuring those factors against a
previously approved benchmark
position description.
Point values are assigned to
each factor, and then the points
are totaled and converted to
appropriate grades ranging from
GS-1 through GS-15.
Objectives of the field test are
to help the commission determine whether the new approach
will result in accurate and
consistent grade levels for the
positions tested; whether it will
be understood and accepted by
program and personnel managers, supervisors, employees

and unions; and whether it will
be administratively feasible .
Approximately 5000 jobs will
be evaluated in tests at more
than 100 field activities. The
nationwide test is to be completed by mid-December.
The commission emphasized
that no changes in existing
grades will be recommended as a
result of the natfonwide tests.
Comparisons between existing
grade levels and those indicated
by the tests will be made only by
the commission, and the jobs
tested will not be identified with
individual employes.
Supervisors, employes and
personnel specialists who take
part in the field tests are being
asked to complete questionnaires
that were designed to elicit their
views on the new approach to job
evaluation. The results will be
used by the commission in
assessing the understandability,
acceptance and feasibility of the
new method.

Requ'e st denied
To the editor:
The following quote attributed
to Dr. James Brooks, Central
president, that Central must promote "cooperative work to better
serve students" and the quote
attributed to both he and Dr.
Edward Harrington, Central's
vice president, that the "college
must learn to react faster to the
need for change," has evidently not yet penetrated the thick
walls of the education department.
Perhaps the education department is not aware of the growing
number of returning students
coming to college campuses and
of the number of new programs
that are being initiated to help
those students in most other
colleges.
I am particularly concerned
with the position of women with
children.
I am married and the niother
of three children. I came to
Central to work on a master's

degree in history and to obtain
certification as a high school
teacher.
I asked Dr. Robert Carlton of
the education department if it
would be possible for me to do
my student teaching for two
quarters on a half day basis
rather than in one quarter on a
full day basis.
I was told no .. No attempt was
made to look up my files, to check
on grade point, previous work
record, etc.
If this is an example of the
college attempting to "serve
students" then the college is in
real trouble.
Attempting to serve · such
students with programs innovative enough to meet their needs
could only help to alleviate the
present "enrollment decline"
which Dr. Brooks states is the
real "problem" of the school.
Certainly a student willing to
enroll for an extra quarter can
only be counted as an economic
plus for the college.
Karen A. Match
graduate student
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Now you can eat any meal you choose at either of the two
dining halls on campus.
We're hoping this new arrangement will ad~ a lot more
convenience to your dining schedule.
Like for instance, when you've only got a few minutes to
grab some chow between_classes and you've got to walk from
the Psych Building to Commons to eat and then_walk back
again.
Or from Shaw-Smyser all the way to Holmes.
Now you can catch a meal at whichever dining hall is the
most convenient to your location or schedule.
In addition, Commons will no longer serve the traditional
full course prepared meals. Instead it will be more of a do-ityourselfer's kitchen .with a deluxe hot an..d cold sandwi_c h and
salad bar where you can put together a virtually unlimited
number of combinations to suit yourself.

On weekends Commons will host elegant buffets so you.
can put together whatever kind of meal you want.
And there will be special dinners served at both dining halls
like the 'Wild Boar Dinner.'
We've made these changes for some very good reasons.
We hope the new arrangement at Commons will make it
easier for you to get a good meal when you're really in a
hurry or when you just don't feel like eating a full meal.
Or for when you just want to get together with friends
from upper or lower campus for any meal.
And with the high cost of food, we have to watch our
budget. We don't think you'd want us lower the quality
or quantity of your food so we could keep both dining halls
fully staffed.
The dining halls .... we'll be. doing a lot of

things to make your home here a nicer place to live.
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Arts 1n
focus
by Bill Whiting
humanities editor
Dr. George Stillman, chairman of the art department, has just
returned from the San Francisco Bay area where his work was
displayed in the opening of a major American art show.
The show is called "A Period of, Exploration and Experimentation." It represents a group of artists of the U.S. who began a
major art movement in the Bay area from 1947 through 1950.
Dr. Stillman was reared in Southern California where he
developed an early interest in photography and art which brought
him national recognition when he published at the age of 12.
Since then he has received such awards as the Fletcher Award,
the Anne Bremer Painting Award and the Bender Grant. He has
taught and shown throughout the Americas.
One of his many distinctions was his appointment in 1964 as
Communications Media Officer to Bolivia which is the largest
audio visual and motion picture center in Latin America.
.. As a result of his Bay area showing a painting of his was
purchased for the Oakland Museum's permanent collection. The
painting, "Untitled, 1948, Oil on Canvas," was the third sold to
permanent collections in the last year by Dr. Stillman. The other
two were recent works and were sold to the High Museum in
Atlanta and the Columbus Museum of Georgia.
Music thesiS direction
A musical production of "The Entertainer"· will be staged
tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. The
play is under the direction of graduate student Donald Reich.
Contemporary art showing
"American Art: Third Quarter Century," an exhibition of 74
modern masterworks is currently on view at the Seattle Art
Museum Pavilion at the Seattle Center.
The exhibition, sponsored by the Contemporary Art Council in
honor of Dr. Richard E. Fuller and the 40th Anniversary of the
Seattle Art Museum. is the most important showing of recent
American art to reach the Northwest since .the World's Fair in
1962.
.
The 74 artists represented demonstrate the full range o~
post-World War II art from Abstract Expressionism through such
innovative phases as PO'p, Op, minimal, conceptual and Neo-Realist
art. Painting, sculpture and constructions in all media are
featured. ·
·
An outstanding catalogue containing detailed comment on the
individual artists and their works shown is the recent publication .
under the same name as the exhibition, American Art: Third
Quarter Century.
The catalogue written by Dr. Jan van der Marek of the
University of Washington, who also organized the show, includes a
complete bibliography and biographical treatment of each of the
artists. It constitutes a valuable and major new addition to the
art-viewer's library.
Odds and ends
POEM: "A metaphor jumped onto my page, and made an
allusion;/not a conclusion." ... /Some listening licks for desperate
moments: "You are my song of love" Schubert 'unfinished;' "Music
for Non-Thinkers" Guckenbimer Sour Kraut Band; "Bach-Minuet
in G" (Lovers Concerto) and "Counterpoint" (The Way You Look
Tonight) Brubeck Jazz IV #5 .... 0n. Oct. 15-26 there will be an
exhibition of paiJjltings and drawings by Cynthia Bennet who is a
· new addition to the art department. The exhibition will be in the
Fine Arts Gallery.

Frosh

see hazing go-<ilrhost

by Kris Bradner
feature editor
In the past freshmen and .
transfer students
attending
Central for the first quarter
could expect some kind of
orientation-initiation
more
commonly known as hazing. New
students were the recipients of
practical jokes and tricks frequently humiliating and occasionally painful.
Recently Central has done
away with this type of ,harassment. Under the title "Student
Week," freshmen this year were
introduced to the college with
little or no initiation.
Kamola Hall, a women's dorm,
stuck to their traditions while
welcoming students. Dorm officers taught girls their dorm song
and various- humorous melodies
to be sung while marching
through men's dorms or touring
the campus.
.
Nancy Mcollum, dorm president, said the first night all the
girls had to be in bed by 10:30
p.m. with lights out. About 20
minutes later we woke them up
and went on a walk to upper
campus and into a couple of
men's dorms.
The girls were all wearing
' "purity feathers" which they had
to retain in spite of all the men
quite willing to abscond with
them.
Ms. Mcollum added that there
was a tea for parents, dorm
meetings and skits to complete
the week.
Sue Lombard kept a few traditions adorning all the girb in
garters in conspicuous places.

I»

Dorm manager Rich Rice, said
that they did not hold initiation
ceremonies, but were orientating
the girls within the dorm. He
said that they participated in the
tug-of-war and volleyball tournament.
Rice said that some initiations
were good because they were
aimed at "giving frosh a feeling
of accomplishment; of being
brought into the group."
When he came to Central in
the 60's hazing was in full swing.
Male students could expect to
partake of the "happy apple," a
raw onion on a string worn
around the neck.
Then there was the "kangaroo
court," a campus march of male
freshmen dressed only in their
skivvies.
Some events were quite cruel.
One male dorm a warded a prize
to the guy who could pick out the
ugliest girl and escort her to
dinner.
Other events were physically
exhausting. One co-ed remembers an exchange where her
partner was asked what color her
shoe laces were. He said · white,
they were orange and he had to
do 50 push-ups.
Rice said that in the dorm he
lived in then, the upperclassmen
shut all the shades and had the
guys strip down to nothing or
next to nothing. They were blindfolded and told that they were
going to sit on something quite
warm. What they sat on was a
block of ice. The extreme cold
naturally made them think it was
scalding hot.
In his dorm incorrect respon-

WAKE UP
.EVERY MORNING.TO THE
SEATTLE ·P-1
AND ENJOY.
SPECIAL SUNDAY
FEATURES !

ses were greeted with the
command "tilt your head back
and have an egg!"
Another good trick was to surreptitiously slip a pill into food
that would turn their urine blue,
green or bright orange.
This type of initiation is no
longer allowed by the administration. However Beck Hall, a
men's dorm, got in a few old
tricks this year before they were
stopped. One frosh said he had
to eat 14 "happy apples'! Some
dorm members had to stand at
attention for one hour. The
upper-classmen reportedly start- ·
ed a collection for the least
attractive girl in a near-by dorm.
The majority of dorms, like
Quigley and Meisner; participated in the tug-of-war and the
volleyball tournament but restricted orientation to instructional dorm meetings and class
advisement.
Most dorm managers seem to
agree with Rice that "people are
more independent today and
ready to come into a dorm." Because they are more prepared to
attend college, most frosh do not
need or want forced social
contact and prefer to meet other
people on their own. ·
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Student rodeo set

•

"Giddy-up and ride 'em cowboy!" at the Student Rodeo on
the Ellensburg Fairgrounds this
Saturday. Open to all students
the event will run from 12 p.m. to
4 p.m. with competition in steer
riding, wild cow milking, calfdressing, cow riding and a
greased-pig chase.
·
A 50 cent fee per person, per
entry is required. Those interested may sign up in the ASC office
located in the SUB where they
will also be required to sign a
liability form.
Spectators are charged no
admission and wilf be awarded
with a lot of free laughs. Winners
will be rewarded with trophies
(and the mandatory souvenir,
black and blue marks).

The animals for the steer
riding competition are small and
it is usually a female event. For
calf-dressing the women team-up
and clothe the calfs hind legs
with a pair of pants. Cow riding
and wild cow milking (requiring a
team effort) are events usually
done by the men.

"The Student Rodeo is one of
the. more popular events of the
week. It is a lot of fun for participants and spectators both," said
Mike Taylor, chairman of new
student week. It is sponsored by
RHC and ASC, but would not
take place without the Kittitas
County Cal(-Roper's, the organization which supplies all the
animals and help.

ARCTIC CIRCLE'S
-THURS.-FRI. SPECIAL

At 8th I Walnut
Across From Campus

KEEP ON TUGGIN' -- There was mud in their
eyes at the annual Tug-o-War during Student
Orientation Week. Quigley massed its muscles

and triumphed with trophies for both the men's ·
· and women's events.
[Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell]

ECUMENICAL CAMPUS Ml.NISTRY ·
WELCOMES YOU .TO PARTICIPATE IN
WORSHIP

SERVICE
·STUDY

DISCUSSIONS

FELLOWSHIP

The Place: On Campus and at the CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY 1011 N. Alder
(2 blocks East of Holmes Dinin!J Hall)
The Staff: Fr. Woody Epp, Episcopal; Fr. Peter Hagel, Catholic; Pastor Bill Jeffs; Lutheran; Rev. Craig
Willis, Seventh:Day Adventist; Rev. Don Caughey, U.C.C.M. minister; Mrs. Rosemaly Berg,
Secretary-Receptionist;
What do we do? We sponsor films, speakers, retreats, weekly worship, study groups, community
service opportunities, faculty dialogues, non-credit courses, special special celebrations . .•
and much more.
·
Who do we represent? Eleven major denominations as they serve on this campus.

This Fall . . .at _the CENTER
. Study

-Worship
Sundays

Sundays

9:00 a.m. Bible Study
10:00 Lutheran Worship
11 :30 Catholic Mass
7:00 p.m. Catholic Mass

9:00 a.m. Bible Study-"Paul's Letter to the
Galatians"

Lay School of Religion
Wednesdays

Tuesdays 7:30 p.m. Episcopal Worship & Discussion
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m. Catholic Mass (in homes and Dorms·

Thursdays

call the CENTER for details)

MUCH MORE COMING L!

Watch the mail •••

7 :30 p .m .· 9 :30 p .m. October 17 -November 14.
"Lifestyles in the Year 2000"-Bill Jeffs, leader
7:30-9:30,p.m. October 18-November 15.
"Life and Times of J~s'us"·Craig Willis & Woody
Epp

the Crier•••

the Bulletin Boards•••

for Further ·lnformation ,Call: THE CENTER FOR CAMPuS ,MINISTRY - 92-5-3196
Y ,
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Fall '73
Catalog of Values
ELLENSBURG
408 N. Pearl 962-2830

~eofwWcg ...

PULLMAN
S. 805 Grand Ave. 567-5922

All of us at STEREOCRAFT are into music, and we've been told
we know what we're doing. We have tested literally hundreds of components from well over fifty manufacturers, and have picked up valuable knowledge and experience that enable us to put together well
matched, high performing, soul satisfying music systems at moderate cost.

I

!!~~

.(The Brady Bunch, they ain't)

I. PICKERING I
<:··

I .. 1..... ,......lJ~

The

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM A
STEREOCRAFT SYSTEM?
Honest value! An overworked phrase, to be sure, but true, and we
can tell you why.
The large manufacturers - Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Marantz,
Sherwood, Sony, JVC, etc. - all produce good sounding receivers.
Among models of comparable power, we venture that you couldn't tell
any difference in sound through a given speaker. (There is one exception: the Harman Kardon receivers, in models from the 630 upward,
sound better than other receivers, due to their advanced design.)
Thus, in choosing receivers for our lower-priced systems, where features, warranties, etc. are much the same, we've been guided
primarily by dollars per watt; i.e., we pick the most powerful receiver
or amplifier for the money.
Since most modestly powered receivers do sound the same, the
difference between a fair and a great system obviously depends on the
speakers. We firmly believe we have chosen the best speakers available at various prices. The Advents, included in many _of our systems,
are a case in point. Time and tim~ again they have been compared
favorably with speakers costing over twice as much. (They are, for
example, audibly superior to the AR3a's at over 2112 times the Advent
price.)
Very few dealers are allowed to sell Advent, though almost all
would like to. The Advent profit structure is not as advantageous to the
dealer as other speaker makers, but they offer unmatched value to the
· customer. We could substitute other name-brand "promo" speakers
(with fictitiously high list prices and extremely low costs to dealers),
but that would be a bad trip. For example, we could use the Altec 886A
speakers in our Advent systems and make the retail prices of the
systems increase by $130, thus making the discounts to you appear
even more impressive-and our cost would drop by $16! However, the
Altecs don't hold a candle to the Advents, which go a full octave lower
in the bass and are much better balanced.
Another example is the Electro Voice ETR series (14, 16, 18). The
''top of the line'' ETR 18 ''lists'' for$149.95. The Larger Advent lists for
$105, but costs us 67% more than the ETR 18! It's obvious that we could
show you a much more impressive "savings" using the former. Just as ·
obvious, however, is the superior sound quality of the Advents. A final
example is provided by speakers such as the KLH 30. This is not a
regular KLH speaker-as a matter of fact, it comes as part of a KLH
Compact. Yet some outfits will claim they are a "favorite among the
critics." Balderdash! No critic has ever even heard of the KLH 30!!
Do you begin to see our reasoning? You don't listen to inflated markups
and phoney discounts-you listen to speakers!
We genuinely believe our systems offer the best sound for the
money. Anywhere . .Read on!

SUPERSCOPE ®'

Part of Our Gang

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT MUSIC SYSTEMS?

Ellensburg
Crew

JVC

ELAC/MIRACORD

·Ultrolineor

s mr

Sam McKay is our Manager. A chemist
by trade. Sam finds the audio world
more exciting.

-~ I E 1\1 1\1 H E I I E R

@ntcgrai/~.JWms

mcfnfosh
Henry "Booth" Hill is salesman and
jack-of-all trades. A talented guitarist,
Henry has toured the country with
well known group.

a

{lM) mnx1mus
The
After spending $237,469,211.86 for
broken cameras, we gave up on the
Pullman crew, Mike May and Roger
Johnson. Believe it or not, they are
even uglier than Sam and Henry!
(Come and see, but wear sunglasses.) Mike is our manager and
was also the manager of our Ellensburg store. Though young in years,
Mike is a technical whiz, and has
many years of experience in audio
service and sales. Roger is his assistant, and is rapidly becoming a knowledgeable audio specialist.

Pullman
Crew

ADVE"T

~KOSS
®PIONEER'

l'1UWI =>'
IWMU1Ucx6J
TAN OBERG

E'feezto.)6;c~:: .
4}KENWDDD

RAB CO

WHY YOU ·SHOULD BUY AT STEREOCRAFT

1. STEREOCRAFT has the best prices -· always competitive and then some!
2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed - money back within 10 days of purchase, and you
may "trade up" in electronics anytime within 30 days at no loss to you!
3. The unique STEREOCRAFT Speaker. Exchange Policy: you may trade back your undamaged speakers for full purchase price any time within one year of purchase, provided only that your new speak~rs cost 50°/o more.
4. LIFETIME warranty on all Advent loudspeakers, and on the Heil drivers of ESS Heil
Air Motion Transformer speakers.
5:. Free local delivery and set-up, if you desire.

6. Good service, and "loaner" equipment if your gear ever needs service under warranty.
7. Good quality trade-ins are always welcome at STEREOCRAFT.

8. The STEREOCRAFT Tape Club - buy your tape deck ($100 or more) from us, and receive 5°/o additional discount on all tape purchases - for LIFE.
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CAREFULLY MATCHED FOR
BALANCED PERFORMANCE.
THE MOST SOUND FOR
YOUR MONEY!

SYSTEM 1: THE SMALL-ROOM SPECIAL $17900
SUPERSCOPE ®I

This is the highest quality low-priced system anywhere, perfect for a small room or
a small budget. Indeed, some people say you can't get a quality component system
for this price, but they're all wet!
For $179, the price of this system, yo~ could buy an appliance~store compact with"'
'component styling,' a built-in clock, snorkel, hibachi, backscratcherand vacuum. Or .
. . you could buy our system. The difference is that with ours you'll get no snorkel, etc.
and no problems.
The Superscope A-235 amplifier, with a FULL THREE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR
WARRANTY, has plenty of inputs and outputs for adding an AM/FM tuner or tape
deck later (but no hibachi input!). There is ample power for the STEREOCRAFT II
speakers, built for us by a California firm which supplies many so-called "name"
speakers. They incorporate heavy-duty drivers in an attractive walnut-look vinyl
cabinet.
The turntable we've picked is the Garrard 42M-S, introduced only a year ago, but ,
already one of the best-selling turntables of all time. It includes a high quality Shure
elliptical diamond magnetic cartridge and we include a base and dust cover. The
42M-S is considerably better than, the BSR 31 OX, a popular choice for "economy"
·systems.
This system won't give you the highest highs and lowest lows, but is is nicely
balanced, and that, friends, is important. Compare these warranties and features
with any appliance-store compact, but above all, COMPARE THE SOUND!!

SYSTEM 2: THE STARTER SYSTEM $24995
Our Starter System, priced only $70 above the Small Room Special, adds an AM-FM
·tuner section, and a more powerful amplifier to the STEREOCRAFT II speakers and
hard-to-beat Garrard 42M-S turntable. The Sansui 210 AM-FM receiver is a genuine
bargain at its separate price of $149.95. It delivers 20 watts RMS* of power and has
inputs for a tape deck plus an extra tape player. The speakers are STEREOCRAFT ll's,
custom-made to our own exacting specifications. They are by no means '-'economy"
spea.kers. Not only are they efficient, but they'll also handle lots oj power. We've yet
to hear anything better in the under $100 a pair class. The 8 inch acoustic-suspension
. woofer and 3 inch tweeter are housed in an attractive walnut-look vinyl cabinet.
Because of the acoustic suspension design, the bass is deep and clear. (Indeed, they
compare quite f~vorably with KLH 17's at $160 a pair.)
The complete system lists for $340.75, but STEREOCRAFT'S buying power enables
us to bring it all to you for $249. 95. (Two yen revaluations have increased the
Sansui's price by $20, but we've held our price the same for two years. That makes
this system a better value than ever!)
*RMS is the most demanding and least flashy way of rating amplifier wattage. For
comparative purposes, 300 watts of meaningless "peak music power" would be at
best 8 or 9 watts RMS. We suggest that if a manufacturer or dealer doesn't quote RMS
ratings, you should avoid his products like plague.
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SYSTEM 3: THE INTERMEDIATE $35900
Our "Intermediate System" is a hundred and ten bucks more than our "Starter System," and worth
every penny of it. The heart of the system is the Sherwood S7050 AM/FM receiver. It boasts all the
traditional quality, value~ and features for which Sherwood is famous. The amplifier section puts out a
solid 10 watts RMS per channel and is direct coupled-so important for good bass performance, but rarely
found in a receiver of this price. There is a tape monitor, switching for a remote pair of speakers, and a
stereo headphone jack for private listening. The AM section is good, but the FM section is astonishing.
Indeed, the 7050 is the best buy in an under$200receiver,and Music World Magazine agrees with us. We
,q uote:
"We selected six of the best receivers available. The winner of our evaluation was the
Sherwood S7050. The Sherwood simply put out more dean, usable power, particularly at
the low end, than the others .... The FM section of the Sherwood was again the best of the
group, pulling in stations some of the others couldn't even find." ·
We think the Marantz Imperial 5 is an excellent loudspeaker choice to complement the Sherwood 7050.
When Marantz first started making speakers, we were unimpressed, and when they made us buy some to
get the franchise, we thought it was a shabby way of doing business. But they now manufacture some
pretty good speakers, and the Imperial 5 is by far the "best buy" in the line. It's a smooth, natural
.. performer, and efficient enough to be driven to wall-rattling, windowshaking, landlord-maddening levels
by the Sherwood 7050.
We've included one of our favorite turntables-the Garrard SL55B-with base, dust cover, and the highperformance Shure M93E elliptical cartridge. The SLSSB is a rugged and dependable table, driven by the
famous Syncho-lab motor-the same motor found in Garrard's most expensive machines. The Synchro-lab
guarnatees that your records will turn at constant speed despite voltage fluctuations. The SL55B can be
operated m.anually or automatically and has a damped cueing lever and an anti-skating device. The Shure
M93E tracks at a record-saving 1112 grams, and will elicit all the sound on your records.
Retail prices of this synergistic package total $451.28. The STEREOCRAFT price-$359. A significant
savings in view of the fact that all the items are good values at their full retail prices.
Amplifier option: The Ma~antz 1030, with 15 watts RMS per channel. No tuner, but 50% more power
than the Sherwood; and the system cost stays the same.

SYSTEM 4: HEAR EVERY NOTE
If you think we're enthusiastic about the preceding systems, you're right! Each is an outstanding buy, the best performance available at its price. However, the performance of each
is slightly compromised in order to meet its price.
Our !ourth system, however, sacrifices not a shred of outstanding performance. Just five
years ago, it would have cost at least $200 more to even approach the performance of this
system: that's the kind of "inflation" w~ like! This superb performance is made possible by
the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker, of which Stereo Review said, "Any preconceived ideas you
may have had about the limitations of sub-compact speaker systems will, we think, be
shattered ... in respect to balance, low-frequency solidarity, clarity and definition, the
Smaller Advents ranked with some of the best."
Most inexpensive· speakers cannot produce the lowest octaves of music, the lowest
strings of a double bass or the pedal tones of a pipe organ. The Smaller Advent can. In fact, in
most rooms and at all but the most ear-shattering levels, the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker is
the equal of any speaker system available. It can reproduce every note ever recorded, no
matter how low or high-a remarkable achievement at any price, and astounding in a
speaker priced so low! The unique value of the Smaller Advents is made even better by
Stereocraft's lifetime warranty*.
To adequately drive the Smaller Advents requires a receiver or amplifier having outstanding performance over the whole audio range, especially at the low end. The Sherwood
S7100A is just such a receiver. It supplies the Smaller Advents with a solid 54 watts RMS, and
has direct-coupled circuitry for an outstanding power bandwidth of 15 to 50,000 Hz. Distortion at fairly loud listening levels is an inaudible 0.2%. The FM section is so good that it
would justify the entire price of the receiver. With ceramic l.F. filters and FET's, the sensitivity
is a remarkable 1.9. Front-panel switching lets you drive two sets of speakers, separately or
togethe;. Besides the usual tape monitor facility, Sherwood offers a unique front-panel tape
jack for simultaneous recording on two recorders or dubbing from one recorder to the other.
No wonder the 71 OOA was rated a "best buy" by the leading consumer testing magazine!
With such an auspicious speaker-receiver combination, you need a turntable which adds
no annoying low-frequency rumble. We suggest the Dual 1214 with the ADC 250XE elliptical diamond cartridge. Tracking at only 1 Y2 grams, this combination will treat your records
as gently as you should your girl; you'll get the same undistorted sound on the fiftieth play
that you did on the first.
The total retail price of these components is $547.90, a bargain for this kind of performance. However, the STEREOCRAFT price is only $454.50, presenting you with unexcelled
value. This system will satisfy the music lover who is new to components, as well as the con. firmed audiophile.

SHERWOOD
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*For as long as you own your Advent loudspeakers, Stereocraft will replace, with no charge
for parts or labor, any defective Advent Speaker.
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SYSTEM 5: MARANTZ MAGIC
IP
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We sound better.

The Marantz name has always stood for quality, reliability and
performance. The Marantz units in our $529 system continue this fine
tradition. The Marantz 2220 AM/FM receiver has an amplifier section
conservatively rated at 20 watts RMS per channel, both channels
operating, from 40 to 20,000 Hz. There are inputs and outputs for
every conceivable source, and either or both of two separate pairs of
speakers can be . selected. The 2220 has the same velvet smC)oth
flywheel tuning and fine workmanship as the most expensive
Marantz receivers. Attention to detail is evident through.
The Marantz Imperial V loudspeakers are fitting companions to
the 2220. They have silky smooth, extended response, and ar~ so
efficient they can be driven to ear-shattering levels by the 2220". ·A
leading consumer magazine recently rated the Imperial V among the
very top group with respect to accuracy of reproduction. We wou_ld
tend to agree.
The perfect changer to mate with the Marantz combination is the
new PE 3012. Its advanced features are truly amazing in a unit of its
relatively low pl'ice~ Anti-skating, variable pitch control, and damped
cueing are sometimes found in units of this price, but PE's exclush.~e
"fail-safe" fun~tion, which prevents stylus descent to . an empty
platter, sets the 3012 apart from all its competitors. Fitted with one of
o.ur favorite cartridges, the ADC 250XE, the PE will track cleanly ~nd
efficiently at a reco.rd-preserving 1 V2 grams.
.·.. ·
The total retail price of our "Marantz Magic" system is $639~~78;
we sell the complete system for $529, a reasonabl~ price for - a.lin~
system.
·,_,·

SYSTEM 6: THE SUPREME s599oo
Our Advent, Harman-Kardon, Pioneer, ADC system is unique among all possible stereo systems. It is
a stereo radio-phonograph system that is the right, completely satisfying system for most people with a
demanding interest in both music and sound-at a price far lower than such a system would have cost
just a few years ago. An ambitious claim, to be sure, but one which, from experience, we are not afraid to
make. Our $599 system will do the following for you:
1. It reproduces the entire frequency range of all music, without annoying coloration or distortion, at
levels which will comfortably fill your listening room with sound. (Wagnerians and acid-rock freaks
not excluded!)
2. It sounds convincing not only on the best recordings, but on the great majority of recordings and
broadcasts of all kinds.
3. It has enough controls and features to satisfy your needs, without making you pay for unnecessary
frills. (There's ample flexibility for adding such niceties as a tape deck, additional speakers, a quad' raphonic ·adaptor, ·or even an FM Dolby unit.)
4. Its performance and durability are such that it's highly unlikely you'd want to change any of the
components for a very long time.
•

The Supreme System is built around the Advent loudspeakers. They are meant to be compared
directly in every aspect of performance, including frequency response, to the most expensive and elaborate speakers available, and they sound clearly and dramatically better than many far more expensive
systems. They provide that final, lowest (and most satisfying) octave of bass offered by only a handful of
the most expensive speakers-and by none anywhere near their price.
The Harman-Kardon 630 twinpowered AM/FM stereo receiver is yet another example of the
wondedul way your inflated dollar still buys much more real performance in hi fi equipment than ever
before: well over 60 watts RMS, with less than 0.5 per cent distortion, into 8 ohms, across the entire audio
range: ("Staff", a West Coast underground newspaper, recently picked the Harman-Kardon 630 as far
Qnd away the best receiver in the $350 class, and they tested well over a dozen of the most popular
brands.)
One reason for the 630's audible superiority is twin power supplies. Not to be confused with dual
power supplies, which are inferior and less expensive to produce, the twin powered Harman-Kardon has
a separate power transformer for each channel, as well as separate power supplies.
The Pioneer Pl 12D manual turntable does exactly what a turntable is supposed to do-and does it
well. It spins the records quietly at constant speed, and introduces absolutely no audib.le rumble, wow or
flutter. The combination power switch and cueing level is smooth and foolproof. We equip the Pl 12D
with the rugged, high .performance ADC 250XE elliptical cartridge. The Pioneer-ADC combination will
track ·all your records at a groove-saving 1 Yi grams.
Individual ~g,ular prices of these components total $728.90. STEREOCRAFT offers the complete
system for only ;:i>!> 99, with free local installation if you wish, and guaranteed for two years (except for
the Advents; they're guaranteed for as long as you own them!). Come in and hear what we think is the
best value in home music systems available today.

AMPLIFIER OPTION

ADVE'\T
@PIONEER®
harman kardon

If you don't n~ed or want an AM/FM tuner, then we highly recommend the Marantz 1060 amplifier,
with an extremely conservative rating of 60 watts RMS over the entire 20-20,000 Hz range. (Tests show
consistent actual performance of 80 watts!) The 1060 also has a useful midrange control. With the 1060
instead of the Harman-Kardon 630, the system price is $515.

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE OPTION
If you'd rather stack your records, or play them singly with automatic shut-off, we recommend the
Dual 1214 automatic turntable. For the 1214 with base, cover and the ADC instead of the P.ioneerPl 12D,
add $25.

SYSTEM 7: THE OLYMPUS s795oo

$KENWOOD
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To audibly improve on the performance of our Supreme System, you have to
spend almost $200 more. The extra cost, however, buys you several very tangible
benefits, including a better tuning section and an upgraded turntable.
The receiver we've selected is the-Kenwood KR6200, a superb, high quality,
high powered unit with all the features you'll ever need. Supplying 45 watts RMS
per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz, the KR6200 can accommodate two tape decks,
and features a sophisticated tuning section with Kenwood's exclusive DSD for outstanding stereo separation, a sensitivity of 1.7 microvolts and a capture ratio of 1.5
db. There is also a midrange tone control.
The Philips GA212 with "electronic brain" offers more performance and features at moderate cost than any other single-play table we know of. Because all
switching functions (starts, stops and speed changes) are accomplished electronically, noise of any kind is kept to an absolute minimum. Consta.n t speed is ensured
by combining a D.C. motor with a tac ho generator which regulates itself with a mini
computer. The slightest deviation in speed is corrected instantaneously.
A light-tracking, highly compliant cartridge is a must with such an · outstanding turntable. The logical choice is the Shure M91 ED. The Philips-Shure
combination will track the most demanding discs at a record-saving one gram force.
The virtues of a good turntable, cartridge and receiver would go unnoticed with
any but the best speakers. The Infinity 1001 's, though moderately priced, are outrageous performers. The transmission line enclosures and 12-inch woofers provide
. incredibly deep, taut and well-defined bass. We'll go so far as to say that the bass
detail of the 1001 's is unrivalled by any speaker we've heard of at any price. (On
most speakers, the lowest notes of a bass tend to sound like an elephant with gas.
Not so with the 1001 's....... you can almost see and feel the plucking of the strings.)
One reason for this is the absence of any crossover from the speaker system. Instead,
the woofer rolls off naturally and blends smoothly into the frequency range covered
by the two tweeters, one direct-radiating and the other a rear-facing "ambient"
tweeter. The 1001 's are covered by a unique, five-year warranty which is
transferable to the new owner should you ever take leave of your senses and seU
them! Retqil prices of these audio delights total $917.40.

195OO.
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a savings of
$123.40.

System 8: The Outlandish
No "ultimate" system is possible without the ESS AMT 1. Until ESS markets the
full-range Heil speaker (at a considerably higher cost) the AMT 1 is the state of the
art loudspeaker in every respect. When compared with any other speaker of any size
or price, the AMT 1 's superiority, especially in the upper midrang~ and highs, is
clearly evident. On.e of the beauties of the AMT 1 is that it can be driven well by as
little as 30 watts RMS per channel.
A superlative system, however, requires more than minimal power. The finest
stereo receiver available in the under $500 category, without a doubt, is the new
Tandberg TR 1020A. Of _the original TR 1020, Audio Magazine said "Amplifier
sound is superb at every listening level, but we were particularly impressed at how
transparent and clean the sound seemed to be at very low, background listening
levels. This, by the way, is a good way to test overall amplifier performance since it
often shows up flaws that would be masked at higher listening levels ... If the
Tandberg TR 1020 sold for around $600 we'd say it was competitive with other
receivers in that price class and still has a few features going for if that other $600
units omit .... The 'guys from Tandberg' have done it again."
The 1020 A has all of the virtues of its distinguished predecessor; its most
significant improvements are in the tuner section (it's virtually impossible to
improve the amplifier section!). The introduction of sophisticated phase-lock-loop
multiplex circuitry is the most noteworthy. Tandberg's reputation for conservative
specifications is well known, but it's hard to imagine how you could improve on
these: capture ratio 0.9 db! FM distortion only 0.2% in mono or stereo! Selectivity
100 db! Sensitivity 1 .5 microvolts!
The 1020 A also has a new integrated IF amplifier with phase linear ceramic
filters. The tuner alone justifies the price of the 1020A ($499.90), but you also get
the truly complementary power amplifier which is itself a superb performer. It
·easily supplies 45 to 50 watts RMS per channel over the critical 20 to 20,000 Hz
range.
Another useful feature, not to our knowledge found on any other receiver at
any price, is a "preamp record" switch which allows you to record a signal after it
has passed through the preamp. This allows the taping of a "corrected signal"; thus
the serious recordist can brighten, filter, boost, cut or otherwise rebalance an old
recording for transcription onto tape.
The magnificent Thorens TD-160C is the logical turntable choice. This Swiss.made beauty (second only to Ursula Andress!) is fitted with the TP-16 tonearmthe same arm used on the TD 125AB Mark II at $400. Extremely gentle cueing,
gimbal suspension, and magnetic anti-skating are just a few attributes of this
delicate but durable arm. The belt-driven :rD 160C has inaudible rumble, wow and
flutter. When coupled with the superlative ADC XLM cartridge, tracking at Y2 gram
is a snap.
A system such as this will gladden the heart of anyone from a purist to a simple
fool!

(Option: With Philips GA-212 turntable, as shown,
t~e photographer goofed!)

/
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CASSETTE DECK
• Cassette convenience
• Dolby noise r~duction circuits, chrome dioxide
tape setting
• 2 mike inputs, headphone iack
• Record and playback level controls
• Performs with the best open· reel machines
• Highest and flatest frequency response, best signa·lto noise ratio of any cassette deck ever tested.
• Memory switch

A lot of
performance
for ....

.)Y.)1Elil.).

inc.

The STEREOCRAFT price a reasonable ... ·. . . . .

APAIR OF PERFORMERS BY

HKlOOO

$1248 -

harman kardon

630 STEREO RECEIVER
• 60 watts RMS both channels driven, 20-20,000 Hz. (90 watts RMS at
1,000 Hz, both channels driven.)
• Twin power supplies
Staff, a Los Angeles underground newspaper, tested
several receivers in the $300 class and combined their
tests with evaluations from several hi-fi dealers as tt>
performance and reliability. Here's what they said:
"The Harman Kardon 630 was our pick of the litter.
Simply because it sounded the best. Remember, music is
what hi-fi is all about. No sound, no good. The Harman ·

The World's
Best Buy

Kardon is magnificent and at only $359.95, almost ~n
unbelievable buy. The sound is so clean and well defined
that when it's used with good speakers and a good phono
cartridge, the violin section of an orchestra is revealed as
30 separate instruments instead of that one large string
mass so many receivers produce. The bcus was clean, full
and tight. Organ music was exciting even to non-organ
lovers. The kettledrums used in DGG's recording of
Beethoven's Sixth Symphony by Maestro Von Kaajan
resembled the thunder of a good spring storm. The high
end was brilliant, diamond sharp, and exquisitely well
defined, yet not a hint of harshness. A cymbal crash
passed through this receiver spotlessly and the Moog was
startling. The overall sound was simply the best of our test .
group."

s3599s

BE SURE TO HEAR
ALL THE ADVENTS
THE

ADVE'\T

ADVE'\T

LOUDSP.EAKER

DOES

Both the loudspeakers shown
the originial Advent loudspeaker
and the Smaller Advent loudspeaker - are intended to be
compared in audible performance, including frequency bandwidth, with the most elaborate
and expensive speakers available. That may be difficult to
accept, we realize, but it is
true and verifiable in the
listening. ·
The original Advent loudspeaker, which costs $105 to $120
depending on its cabinet finish, · can withstand absolute, no-holdsbarred comparison with any speaker of any price; and sounds obviously and dramatically better than many far more expensive speakers.
The Smaller Advent loudspeaker ($72.50) soun~s the same as the
original, but will not play quite as loud as the · original in as big a
living room.

•

What They're Saying About the Advent loudspeaker
"The shape of the curve above 6 kHz corresponds almost exactly to the calibration curve of our microphone, which
indkates that the true resp~mse of the speaker is virtually flat to well beyond 15 kHz.
"The low-frequency performance of the speaker system is even more impressive than its high end. The flat, extended
resJ)onse to_below the lowest a·udible frequencies is genuine, not the result of added distortion products which can make
an .i~ferior speaker system seem better than it really is.
" ... It has a silky smooth, balan.ced sound with well-dispersed highs, and lows which can really be felt, rather'than
merely heard. We can't recalf hQ¥ing heard another speaker in its price class that can match it." -ELECTRONICS WORLD
(Julian Hirsch)
". ·.. The frequency response was flat, witll only:± 3 dB variations over the major portion of its range. What is more
impo;tant is that the 45-degree off-axis response follows the on-axis response to a remarkable degree, denoting
excellent high-frequency power response ...

.

"One could say that at twice the price the Advent speaker would be a good value, but at $120 it is a bargain." -AUDIO
.

"After sel(eral weeks of listening (to the Advents) we still haven't found anything to complain about. We couldn't even
find any sonic characteristics to hang adjectives on, in order to try to describe their sound. They were, in fact, the leastcolored loudspeakers we have e\ler heard, and this includes the highest-priced systems currently available.
"Probably for just that reason, the Advents proved eminently easy to live with, and sound equally comfortable and
nattfral at low or room-filling listening levels. Dispersion was excellent and so, as a consequence, was stereo imaging.
Driver blending, too, was excellent and t'Jr speakers did an outstanding job of reproducing the front-to-back perspective
in stereo and mono program material ...
"By all the accepted standards of ev.aluation ... the Adv.e n ts are as accurate reproducers of sound as any top-line system.
we have heard."
-THE STEREOPHILE
"The lows ... remained strong and clean all the way down to 20 Hz with very low distortion ... Without a doubt, the
Advent is one of the smoothest and widest-range speaker systems we have had the pleasure of testing ...

IT AGAIN
See the exciting Advent/2, a new low cost loudspeaker system designed for unprecedented
performance-per-dollar. Housed in a molded
thermo-set plastic cabinet, this new speaker uses
drivers associated with speakers of twice the cost to
produce wider range, higher efficiency and greater
power handling than other systems in its price class.

The
Advent/2:
(Available late October)

This feat is accomplished through use of an acoustic
suspension woofer and two direct-r.a diating
tweeters. The stylish molded plastic cabinet is less
expensive than a wood cabinet of equivalent
acoustic performance, allowing more of the cost to be
invested in the drivers. The magnetic structure of the
woofer, for instance, is as massive as that of the
original Advent loudspeaker!

THE DOUBLE ADVF\T SYSTEM
The Absolute Sound is a magazine written by and for advanced audiophiles, and in this sense it is very
different from other audio publications written for a broader audience. Absolute Sound tested the Double
Advents (two Advents on each ~hannel) and, in a mind-blowing review, picked the Double Advents as
one of the four best speaker systems in the world! (The other three cost between $1,000 and $3,000.) The
reviewers had this to say:
"The spaciousness of the two working in tandem suggested that of a huge Bozak system, but without its
considerable frequency deviations. The bass, if anything, had that certain low-end sock you hear in a
good hall, and the upper strings, massed violins in particular, began to sound like massed violins.
"We must say that we really had no idea of just how good the Advents were until we tried them with the
... combination of the Ci-tation 11 A and the Phase Linear 700. Each improvement in the amplification
chain of the reference system made considerable differences in the way we perceived the performance of
the Double Advent System. At present, with the ADC XLM, the Citation, the Phase Linear and a ReVox
A77Mk Ill, the Double Advents sound more like good electrostatics than any other cone-type speaker we
have ever heard. The Double Advents, however, sacrifice nothing in the way of bass response and they
are capable of handling volumes 9,f sound that will make your ears feel as if they are watering.
"At the very high end, from about 1OkHz up to approximately 15 kHz or so (you actually extend the sense
of upper-end response with the Advents in tandem), the Advents are very smooth. They are somewhat
superior in imaging to most speakers and they reproduce the sense of overtones and the upper harmonics
better than any cone speaker that we can think of."
.
.
-HP (reviewer)

"The tone-burst response was excellent throughout, ranking wlth the best we have seen from any speaker ...
"The extreme low-ban reproduction, which is one of the most expensive characteristics to build into a speaker system,
sets the Advent speaker apart from anything else in its price class. In this respect, it can only be compared to the best
acoustic-suspension speakers selling for· twice its price-or more."
-STEREO REVIEW

Another reviewer comments: "I can add little.to HP's review except to say that you have to start at $250
per speaker to have anything to compare the Advents to, which means that $240 for a pair of Advents is
really quite a bargain. I can also confirm the ~djectives used: firm, detailed and transparent." -HFL

OTHER .EXCELLENT ADVE'\T. PRODU-CTS
THE ADVE'\T MODEL 201
CASSETTE DECK

$285

Features:
-Dolby noise-reduction circuitry
-Fast fast-forward and rewind
-Record and output level controls
-Heavy-duty tape transport
-Settings for chrome and regular tape
-Single VU meter shows maximum of 2 channels

Some exceptionally clear quotes from reviewers on the Advent Model 201 Cassette Deck:

"The Advent 201 easily m~t its specifications and established itself-at least for now-as the best cassette recorder we
know of. Having used it to evaluate the forty types of cassette tapes in a survey report, we have familiarity with, and
resp~ct for, its capabilities."
-Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW
"Well, I have tested it and used it. And I can state categorically that it represents the finest cassette deck available-one
that is not likely to b~ surpassed in the future."
-Larry Zide, STEREO & HI-Fl TIMES
"The deck was the first we had come across in which a properly recorded cassette could be made literally indistinguishable
from the sound source."
-HIGH FIDELITY
"It is difficult to restrain our enthusiam for the Advent 201. The sound quality, especially with the finest playback
amplifiers and speakers, was literally· awesome, as was the total absence of hiss or other background noise."
-Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW
"The 201 is a superlative tape deck. That it is a cassette unit with these qualities is s_omething that would not have been
believed .just one year ago."
-Larry Zide, STEREO & HI-Fl TIMES
"In making recordings from discs and FM-both- at the time of preparing the original report and in intervervening
months-we find that the 201 documents the premise that the sound of state-of-the-art cassette equipment need make no
apolgies whatever to the better open-reel decks."
-HIGH FIDELITY

THE ADVE\T· MODEL MD C-1
MICROPHONES'

sgo PAIR
-Low impedance, balanced line
-For superb live recording with
the Advent 201 or any other
fine cassette or open-reel deck
-Case and table-top included
microphone
-Fits
standard
stands

THE ADVE'\T lDOA NOISE REDUCTION UNIT

s250
The ultimate in Dolby
add-ons. Also equips
your system to receive Dolby FM.

Loudspeakers

Sound .as clear
as light. ..

ESS HEIL AMT 1

The loudspeaker of the future ... With an entirely new principle in
sound propagation. With five times the clarity and delineation of an
electrostatic. With absolute, non-resonant fidelity. With distortion as
low as that found in modern electronics. With a moving system so
weightless it accelerates instantly to capture the airy sheen and
transient power of the live performance. With no "piston" surface, no
voice coil, no plastic suspension devices, no significant mass, no
forward-backward motion, no resonance.

Here are the first 2 reviews of the AMT 1:
From Music World, Feb. 1973
" .... it's on,e of the most efficient things around (requires little power),
wilt handle very high power, presents a constant 6 ohm resistive load,
drivers are consumer replaceable in less than one minute and disperses 360 degrees.
"After all of that, how.does it sound? Accurate! That's the best way I
know to describe it. Terms like-open, detailed, transient response,
depth, clean high end, and natural are merely words used to describe
the lack of the same and are inappropriate in this case. The Heil s~unds
like music. On every type of music from a moog to a sitar to hard rock,
the music passes through in the most precise form I've ever witnessed.
"And by the way, record companies, you'd better get your stuff
together, your products are about to be very carefully scrutinized by
Heil owners."

From Stereo Review
Here is what noted audio critic Julian Hirsch had to say about the AMT
J: "Its measure frequency response alone (.±.. 1 db, 50-20,000 hz)
would invite the use of superlatives ... overall frequency response and
smoothn'e ss are comparable to a good high fidelity amplifier. We were
glad-though hardly surprised to note that the AMT 1 $Ounded as
good as measurements indicated.

ESS HEIL AMT l
$29'9° 0

"Overall the AMT 1 's transparency, definition and clarity were 'state
of the art' in every respect. Perhaps the best way to convey our total
impression is to say that the AMT 1 has iust the listening qualities one
would expect from a speaker with a .±.. 1 db response over practically
the entire range of musical frequencies."

THE ESS HEIL . AMT l WITH
GRILLE CLOTH -R EMOVED

OTHER DISTINGUISHED _MEMBERS OF THE ESS FAMILY:
The ESS Tempest
From its excitingly styled enclosure the
TEMPEST produces tight, dynamic bass and
smooth, airy highs which can be appreciated
from any location. A 4 inch, linear excursion,
low mass tweeter radiates upper frequencies
with startling transparency while a full 12
inch S roll surround woofer produces deep,
powerful bass.
·
Response accuracy: ±. 4db from 35 Hz
through 18,000 Hz as measured
in a controlled field environment.

s14995

The ESS Model IX

The Model IX and
Tempest
(Jdentical appearance)

The deep, rich appearance of the ESS NINE
fully complements its luxurious sonic character. A painstakingly perfected three-way
system, the NINE rolls forth deep, incredibly
taut bass with enough force to overwhelm
the most avid rock fan while projecting an
overall purity impeccable enough to excite
the chamber ensemble enthusiast.
Response accuracy: ± 3.5db from 35 Hz
through 20,000 Hz as measured
in a controlled field environment.

s1999s

The ESS SATELLITE 4 system is the space
saving answer to four channel sound reproduction that avoids the necessity for smaller,
compromised speaker systems because of
decor requirements. The ESS SATELLITE 4 produces sound in every way equivalent to four
large floor standing loudspeakers of superb
quality, while achieving this with a,n integrated system which blends unobtrusively into any room environment.

The ESS Satellite IV

Four very small midrange-tweeter satellites
are placed unobtrusively in the required four
"source" positions while a single "end
table" bass radiator, driven by its own 100
watt RMS amplifier, can be placed in any
convenient position about the room to
provide the deep bass below 100 HZ for all
four channels.
The result: deep full-bodied bass, rich uncolored midrange, and shimmering . highs.
Nothing but the utmost transparency, depth
of imaging and electrifying sound that are
the hallmarks of ESS.

s5799s

IWlflC>OJ
INFINITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS

... exciting to see and hear! Stop in at STEREOCRAFT to satisfy your own ears, ~nd to pick up complete write-up on these fine
speakers. FIVE YEAR WARRANTY on all INFINITY Speakers - and it's TRANSFERABLE from owner to owner.

The INFINITY POS I (left). The POS I closely approaches the "impossible dream" of loudspeaker design-compact in
size, inexpensive, yet open, transparent, wide in range. The POS I uses a newly designed ten inch butyl rubber surround transmission line woofer and closely-coupled two inch tweeter, so precisely mated to just the right enclosure that the result is
astonishingly accurate sound. Specifications: Crossover frequency: 300 hZ (acousti-c). Frequency response: 35 hz to 19,000 hz-±.
4db. Crossover frequency: 15~0 hz. Minimum amplifier_ powe~: 15 watts RMS per channel. Nominal impedence: 6 Ohms. $98.
The INFINITY 1001 (right}. The INFINITY 1001 creates the full orchestal image and frequency spectrum with the
lowest sonic coloration in the industry. It uses ~ twelve inch transmission line woofer and two cone tweeters-one on the back
surface-to create clear, spacious, accurate sound. Another reason for the most natural quality of the 1001 is that no crossover
network is used. ,Specifications: Frequency response: 30 hz to 21,000 hz ±. 4.5 db. Nominal impedance: 6 Ohms. Minimum
amplifier power: 20 watts per channel RMS.

s13 goo

From Audio (April 1973): "Overall sound was very good with a clean, solid bass which would put many larger systems to shame.
Because of the low coloration, the sound had a transparent quality-in other words, the 1001 did not
sound too much like a loudspeaker! The open quality is partly due to the rear radiation ... Infinity has
certainly succeeded with the 1001. Especially since the price is only .......................... .

FOUR CHANNEL
HAS ARRIVED!

After several years of confusion, it is safe to
say that quadraphon~c sound is here to stay.
We'll discuss briefly the two types of
4 channel sound, and then give you our
feelings on the way to go.
MATRIX RECORDINGS

SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

On a matrix record, the four original program
sources have been encoded into two ordinary

At present there are over 300 4-channel matrix
records, and about 40 discrete Quadradiscs from
RCA. The Warner-Elektra group, however, has
recently signed up for CD-4 discrete recording,
and this will provide almost as many discs as
the matrix systems.

audio channels. The method of encoding varies
from manufacturer to manufacturer, so that the
SQ system (Columbia records) differs slightly
from the QS or regular matrix system developed
by Sansui. To recover four separate signals, a
"decoder" is needed; but even the best decoder
cannot recover completely the original four
channels. Thus, some cro·s s-blending among the
four channels is inevitable. Even a small
amount of separation, however, provides a
degree of spatial perception to the listener, so
that matrix recordings can and do present a
very satisfactory "surround sound" impression.

DISCRETE DISCS
The CD-4 system, developed by JVC in Japan, is
beginning to make inroads into the record
market. A CD-4 record actually contains four
different signals. Two are inscribed on each
wall of the stereo groove-one in the usual
manner and one by means of a variable high
frequency tone, called a "carrier." The carrier
contains high frequency information from
'20,000 to 45,000 Hz. For a cartridge to recover
this "carrier" information, it must have a
virtually flat frequency response to 45,000 Hz.
This is a strong requirement, and only a handful
of today's cartridges are up to the task. In
addition to a special cartridge, a demodulator is
needed to unscramble the four channels.

Stereo .discs can be played through a quad decoder or demodulator with no harm (in fact, the
stereo record will sound better than through a
conventional system!). Quad records can be
played on a stereo system with no harm; so
compatability is not a problem here.

harman kardon

MULTICHANNEL RECEIVERS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
If you are interested in four-channel (and you should be!) then you have two
clear alternatives:
I. If you have an existing stereo system, then you can add another amplifier and
either a matrix decoder, a discrete demodulator or both. We offer three such
add-on packages on Page 9.

II. If you have no stereo system, or if you do and want to sel I it or trade up, then you
should consider a complete four-channel system, or a stereo system which can
·- be expanded into four channels with the flick of switch and an extra set of
speakers. Four-channel receivers and amplifiers that feature "bridging" or
"strapping" circuitry allow you to combine the built-in recir channel amplifiers
with the front amplifiers to produce more than double the ordinary stereo
power. For example, the Harman-Kardon 900+ produces _a conservative 32
watts RMS into each of 4 channels with all channels operating, from 20 to
20,000 Hz. Strapped for use as a stereo amplifier, it produces over 90 watts RMS
per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Strapped or bridged receivers are the perfect
solutions for those who want four channel someday but can't afford the extra
set of speakers now.

a

We recommend three good "strapped" four channel systems.

45-45 watts, RMS, both channels driven
simultaneously into 8ohms, 20-20kHz at less than
0.5 per cent THO. (In special double power stereo
mode.)

I 'Wf''W'I k ard on

MAKE IT EASY TO UPGRADE TO QUADI

4 x 18 watts, RMS into 8 ohms, 20-20kHz a t less
than 0. 5 per cent THO at 120 volts. ALL FOUR
CHANNELS DRIVEN SIMULTANEOUSLY.

WHY TWIN POWER SUPPLIES?

HARMAN-KARDON's multichannel receivers have a unique bridging circuit ti.at
give you stereo or quad with the flick of a switch. But unlike other quad
receivers, when you switch to stereo you don't lose the rear channel power. In
fact, you more than double it! The 75+, 100+, and 150+ differ primarily in power
output and tuner sensitivity. They share these features:

(Power measurements made by the most stringent
and conservative standards. If measured by competitive standards, power would be 55-55 RMS in
stereo a nd 4 x 23 RMS in quad.)

Harman Kardon receivers feature twin power supplies (not merely " dual"
power supplies). Twin power supplies have a separate power transformer for
'-:ich channel. This results in audibly superior sound, especially at the frequency
extremes, since strong power demands in one channel cannot rob the other
channel of power. Concerning the amplifier section of the Harman Kardon 930
receiver (same design found in the 630, on Page 5 and the new Harman Kardon
~ ultichannel receivers, shown below ). Len Feldman of Audio said:
" ... but it's the amplifier and pre-amplifier section that leaves this reviewer
wide-eyed and somewhat awed. This is the kind of amplifier performance we
tend to find (and then only rarely ) in the very best separate pre-amplifiers and
power amplifiers.
" We 're the first to admit that it's very easy to become ' brainwashed' by highly
promoted engineering design features and while 'two independent power
supplies' sounds like a sensible idea, we wondered whether or not we would be
ble to hear any advantage. When we really began to pump power and used
truly dynamic source material, we knew, instantly, that there was something
better about the sound we heard.
.'..' Now, of course, this apparent improvement might be due to the excellent riset ime and square wave response, it might be due to the wide-band frequency
response (which Harman-Kardon has espoused for years and years), or it might
even be due to other design feat.ures which still elude us, but whatever the
reason (s) , this was our kind of sound -and our kind ofsound, dear reader, is the
'kind that makes us feel like we are there - at the performance! "

• Two separate power supplies permit power amplifiers to generate full RMS
output with all fE>ur channels driven simultaneously even under musical stress
conditions. The power supplies are separated into two sections: left front and
back and right front and back. Each side of the receiver, therefore, is fed by its
own supply voltage. This enables the receiver to maintain absolute left-to-ria'1t
separatfon regardless of mode of operation, or type of program material play;d.
• All circuitry follows the Citation tradition of design with close tolerance
components and conservatively rated specifications.
• Ultra-wideband power amplifier and preamplifier stages yield unprecedented phase linearity from 1 Hertz to beyond 75kHz.
• Bass and treble controls for front and back tone adjustment permit exceptional
flexibility, especially in the stereo mode with remote speakers in another roo•. 1.
Each set of speakers now has its own tone control setting.
• 360 degree joystick sound field balance control enables user to set stereo or
quad sound source anywhere within the listening area . Unquestionably t!.e
most versatile control ever designed for a home music system.

57.5-57.5 watts, RMS, both channels driven
simultaneously into 8 ohms, 20-20kHz at less than
0.5 per cent THO. (In specia l double power stereo
mode. )
4 x 24 watts, RMS, into 8 ohms, 20-20kHz at less
than 0.5 per cent THO. ALL FOUR CHANNELS
DRIVEN SIMULTANEOUSLY.
(Power measurements made by the most stringent
and conservative standards. If measured by competitive standards, power would be 80-80 RMS in
stereo and 4 x 40 RMS in quad. )
70-70 watts, RMS, both channels driven into 8
ohms, 20-20kHz at less than 0.5 per cent THO. (In
special double power stereo mode.)
4 x 30 watts, RMS, into 8 ohms, 20-20kHz at less
than 0.5 per cent THO. ALL FOUR CHANNELS
DRIVEN SIMULTAN EOUSLY.
(Power measurements made by the most stringe nt
a nd conservative standards. If measured by competitive standards, power would be 80-80 RMS in
stereo and 4 x 40 RMS in quad.)

MULTI-CHANNEL RECEIVERS WITH SQ, UNIVERSAL
MATRIX, AND BUILT-IN CD-4 DEMODULATOR

WHICH SYSTEM?
Both matrix and CD-4 will be around far into
the foreseeable future. There are advantages to
each. The CD-4 system has superior separation,
and gives a "truer" 4-channel sound, but there
is at present no way to broadcast discrete FM.
On the other hand, no special equipment is
required to send matrixed FM recordings. All
the recent 4-channel receivers have some form
of built-in matrix circuit, and a few have CD-4
demodulators. Any receiver or amplifier worth
its salt can accommodate optional "outboard"
or add-on matrix decoders or demodulators, so
there is no real obsolescence problem.
Remember: no matter what system or systems
emerge as victorious, you will need two stereo
amplifiers and four speakers; and MOST
IMPORTANTLY, ORDINARY STEREO RECORDS
PLAYED THROUGH ANY MATRIX SYSTEM AND
FOUR SPEAKERS SOUND DRAMATICALLY
BETTER AND FULLER THAN THE ORDINARY
STEREO RECORD PLAYEO THROUGH TWO
SPEAKERS.

MULTI-CHANNEL RECEIVERS WITH BUILT-IN SQ AND " UNIVERSAL MATRIX " DECODERS

=»
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RAB CO
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A division of Jervis Corporation
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For $3200 you can buy l ,600 pounds of T-bone
steak, or even a VW and 100 pounds 9f hamburger. We've got a better idea! (Where have
you heard that before?) You can buy our Sys~
tem Number 9: The Outrageous, MindBoggling, Home-Wrecking System.
The control center for this ultimate among
ultimates is the fabulous new Phase Linear
4000 preamplifier. After the job Phase Linear
did building the Models 400 and 700 power
amplifiers, we (and everyone else!) eagerly
awaited their first preamplifier. They've outdone themselves! The 4000 has three new circuits which audibly do more to improve sound
than any other devices we've seen. Two of them,
the " peak unlimiter". and the "downward expander," make up for the compression and
gain-riding done by recording studios. These
dastardly techniques rob records of dynamic
range. The result, compared with a live performance, is a loss of "punch" at the musical
extremes. The sizzle of a cymbal is lost; the
near-seismic impact of a bass drum is diminished. This is one area where high fidelity has
been lacking, but no more! The peak unlimiter
and downward expander restore the dynamics
lost during the recording process.
In addition to these unique circuits, the Phase
Linear 4000 has a sophisticated high frequency
noise reduction system which, unlike a high
filter,. doesn' t alter the musical content-only
the noise. The beauty of this circuit is that it
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Phase Linear 400. These supply enough power
to retain the hidden dynamics unleashed by
the Phase 4000. Anything less is a compromise.
No lesser turntable that the Thorens TD 1258
would do justice to the other components in
this system. This "silent giant" is as sturdy as
a tank, as finely engineered as other Swiss
mechanisms. The Rabco SL8E is the perfect
tone arm for the Thorens. Long an audioph ile
favorite, the arm's straight-line tracking and
lack of annoying resonances remove the fina l
impediments to perfect reproduction of everything that was cut into the record. The optimum cartridge for this ensemble is the B & O
SP-12 with its "naked diamond" elliptical
stylus. The SP-12 really excels when it comes
to low distortion, good trackability and linear,
extended response. At $85 it's a bargain.
The logical completion of the system thus far
described demands the ESS Heil AMT 1 speaker systems, fully described on Page 7. Needless to say, these are the hottest-selling, bestsounding $300 speaker systems ever made,
and for a good reason-they sound better than
any other speakers!

requires no special encoding process; it works on playback
of any source, and is especially effective in removing the
hiss in pre-recorded tapes. A frequency-selectable tonecontrol circuit, tape-to-tap cop:;-ing, and a state-of-the-art
SQ quadraphonic decoder round out the features of the
4000. At $599 this may seen like an expensive preamp, but
when you consider what the Phase Linear 4000 can do for
you, it's a steal.

Regu lar prices for the items in this mindboggling system total over $3600; but you
can take it home from STEREOCRAFT for a
paltry $3199, and save enough for a pound
of hamburger!

To power the front channel of this sybaritic quad set-up we
recommend the Phase Linear 700; for the rear channel, the

STRAPPABLE" QUAD SYSTEMS:
r,,.

• Marantz 4070 Stereo 2-Quadradial 4 integrated amplifier. More than 70
watts RMS per channel in stereo. More than 1S watts RMS per channel, all four.
channels operating, 20-20,000 H. •Four Advent loudspeakers.• PE 3012 automatic turntable with wood base, dust cover. •ADC 2SOXE high performance
elliptical cartridge.

Total Retail
Price: $900

STEREOCRAFT
Price:

QUAD SYSTEM Ill:
• Same as System II , but with four Smaller
Advent Loudspeakers.

QUAD SYSTEM II:
~

•Harman Kardon 75+ Multichannel Receiver. More than 90 watts RMS in stereo, more
than 18 watts in each of four channels in quad, 20-20,000 Hz. • Pioneer PL 120 manual
turntable: •Audio Technica AT l 2S cartridge with Shibata stylus.• ESS Satellite 4 Four
Channel Speaker System; includes l 00 watts ·RMS amplifier for bass commode. (See
description, Page 7.)

Total Retail
'" Price: $1244.80

Total R t~il
Price: $954.85

~]

900+ -

s5999s
s7499s

Similar to 1 SO+ but with
increased power, built-in CD-4, and
walnut cabinet. Greater than 180 watts
RMS in stereo, both channels driver,
20-'20,000 Hz:

CORPORATION

D

QUAD SYSTEM I:

800+ - Specifications similar to 100+,
but with built-in CD-4 demodulator and
walnut cabinet included.

$1069
s759

STEREOCRAFT
Price:

STEREOCRAFT
Price: ·

QUAD ADD-ONS
TO CONVERT YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM

ADD-ON 1: Quadrasound adapter and
two STEREOCRAFT II Speakers.
Total
Retail:
$129.95

STEREOCRAFT

Price:

sgg

ADD-ON Il:

Kenwood KSQ 400 adapteramplifier and two Advent/2 speakers.

Total
Retail:
$279.95

STEREOCRAFT

Price:

s254

ADD-ON fil:

Marantz 2440 adapter -amplifier
and two Smaller Advent Loudspeakers.

Total
Retail:

STEREOCRAFT

~445.00

Price:

IMPORT A~ T:

s359

Even if you never buy a quad record,
stereo records can be enhanced considerably by the
matrix circuit of the above adaptor-amplifiers.

STELLAR PERFORMERS
On .these two pages, we take pleasure in presenting some . of our
most exciting individual electronic components. Acclaimed by critics and audiophiles, · they represent the present state of the art in
power and ·control ar:nplifiers, integrated amps, and tuners.

)

J

J

)

J

THE PHASE
LINEAR 700

THE PHASE
LINEAR 400

The ultim_a te in high-powered
amplifier design. -Conservatively rated at 700_watts RMS
into 8 ohms.

The "best buy" among high powered
basic amplifiers. Rated at 200 watts
RMS per channel, the 400 will consistently deliver more than 270 watts
per channel into 8 ohms.

THE PHASE.
LINEAR 4000
A fitting companion to either the 700 or 400
(or both!), the 4000 is a st_e reo p1eamp with

SQ quad capabilities and three unique
features never before found in consumer electronics. (See our "mind-boggling" system on
page 8 for a full description.)

s599
~®

.............

We sound better.

(

THE MARANTZ
MODEL 105
AM/FM Stereo Tuner: Modestly priced, the Model 105 isofthesame
uncompromised quality that has made Marantz the most respected
name in high fidelity. Features include: Marantz exclusive gyro·touch tuning; signal strength tuning meter; blackout dial; advanced
FET and IC circuitry; four-channel-ready Quadradial output; goldc:inodized front panel. Completely enclosed metal chassis finished in
simulated walnut. Matches companion Marantz amplifiers 1030
and 1060, and works well with any quality stereo amplifier. (Show·n
in WC-10 walnut cabinet.)

s1499s

THE MARANTZ
" MODEL 1030
Stereo Console Amplifier: Marantz craftmanship and performance
at moderate cost. 30 watts RMS ( 15 watts per channel) into 8 ohms,
40 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.5% total harmonic and intermodulation distortion. ± 1 dB frequency response. Front panel mic
input, separable pre and main amps, automatic protection circuits , '
for outputs and speaker connections. Gold-anodized front panel,
simulated walnut metal chassis. (Shown in WC-10 walnut cabinet.)

· THE MARANTZ
MODEL 1060
Stereo Console Amplifier: 60 watts continuous RMS into 8 ohms (30
watts per side), from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz; total harmonic and IM distortion less than 0.5%; frequency response t-0.5dB. Professional
features include: two front panel mic inputs; stepped ' bass, midrange and treble tone controls; separable pre and main amps; automatic protection for output circuitry and associated speakers.
Completely enclosed metal chassis finished in simulated walnut.
(Illustration shows WC-10 walnut cabinet.)

s2299s
'"' I

SIIERWOOD

The most exciting amp~tuner
combination yet from Sherwood!

The S-9400 amplifier puts out a solid 100 watts RMS with both
channels going, and has every con-c eivable co.ntrol facility, including
filters, tape-to-tape dubbing, and a built-in 4 channel matrix circuit
which requires only an extra set of speakers {no additional amplifier!)
for exciting 4 channel sound.
.

Including
Walnut
Cabinet

,
The Sherwood S-2400 AM/ FM tuner has outstanding specs, including
1.8 microvolts sensitivity, a 70 dB signal to noise ratio, and a capture
ratio of 1.5 cB. Muting, a multiplex noise canceller and variable
colume combine with FET's and ceramic IF filtering to provide
performance and features found in only a select few tuners on the
market.

Including
. Walnut
Cabinet

A Steal
at

(V)PIONE
The new standard
01 hi-Ii performance.

..

We're not afraid to say that this pair of Pioneer separates
is performance-wise . superior to any other components
ever manufactured by Pioneer (and 'most everyone else,
' too)!

un.auestionablY the finest
tuner you can bur.
(V} PIONEER~ I

{V} PIONEER®.

. TX-9100
I.
AM-FM Stereo I "'1
Tuner
~~~~=====-~~
. . .~. . _.~~. .~. .~-

SA•9100
Integrated Stereo
Amplifier
Never before has there been an integrated amplifier with such power, precision and performance. Two
separate balanced power supplies use an unbelievable 30,000 microfarad total capacitance for absolute
stability and excelle!'.lt transient response. Twin stepped tone controls, plus a new tone defeat switch
custom tailor listening with 5,929 tonal combinations. Direct-coupling in all stages (not just power amp)
provides wider dynamic range and incredibly low 0.04% ( 1 watt) THD/IM distortion. 65+65 watts RMS
(8 ohms) both channel driven, at 1KHz. Accommodates 3 pairs ,of speakers. Maximum number
inputs/outputs. 2-way tape-to-tape duplicating and monitoring, plus many other features. $399.95,
with walnut cabinet.

There's never been anything like it for the audiophile. The height of sophistication, its astonishing
specifications confirm its superb performance and capabilities. FM sensitivity - 1.5uV; Selectivity 90dBi Capture ratio---., ldB; S/N ratio - 75dB. All noise has been eliminated by 6-stage limiters used
with differential amplifiers and a new noise suppressor circuit. The exclusive drift-free, alignment-free
phase lock loop (PLL) IC circuit in the multiplex section provides optimum channel separation. Other
• features: unique muting control to eliminate interstation noise and the popping noise of tuning/ detuning; completely unitized IC in AM section; dual tuning meters; ultra wide tuning dial. $299. 95, including
walnut cabinet.

From High Fidelity Magazine, July '73: "Whether you admire fine audio products for their specifications,
for their sound, for their versatility, or even for their looks, you've got to count this a whiz-bang of a
product. . . its performance is so exceptional and the many extras in the way of switching options and so
on so eminently useful that we find it perhaps the most exciting piece of audio hardware we've yet·
tested from this company.

From Audio Magazine: "Every once in a while we have the pleasure of testing and reporting on a product
which is the 'best' in its category, regardless of pri.ce. Such is the case with Pioneer's new TX 9100 tuner.
Our laboratory measurements proved performance capabilities for this product which are beyond
anything we have ever measured.

"How does all this perform? In a word, superbly ... not a switch or a knob on it for which we cannot find
good use."

" ... everything about this tuner 'works' - and works magnificently .... You can't buy better audible
performance than is achievable with Pioneer's new TX 9100 at any price."

s399•s

•29995

~'nteqral
-.,....

' INTEGRAL SYSTEMS is an exciting new company that you'll be
hearing a lot about from now on. At present the company has
only twq products ~ on the market·, but they are almost too good
·to be true at their prices. The Model 200 amplifier is a real
brute, providing over 2QO watts
RMS with both channels driven over
the 20-20,000 Hz range. If you can't
afford a Phase Linear, this is the
way to go. Only ................ .

$

240

The Integral Systems Model 10 preamplifier is as outstanding as
the power amplifier. A wide dynamic range, dual tape monitors,
adiustable phono sensitivity and a unique speaker switching
hookup -t hat lets you control- the speakers and headphones from
the preamp are iust a few of the features of the Model 10. It has huge,
almost sensual controls, and an elegant feel and styling. It is a full 19
inches wide with a gold anodized
front panel for rack mounting. Price.:

s240

Meet your first
tape deck,
the TEAC 1230.

The TEAC
220 Stereo
Cassette Deck

For quality-minded budgeters, the TEAC 210 is the
basic 220 deck minus a few features and frills.

~~~=~~~.~~~~

. . . . . . . . $1 89

The luxury 220 Stereo Cassette deck
combines open-reel deck performance with
cassette convenience.
Featured in the 220' are ... Quality 4pole hysteresis synchonous drive . . . 4
separate all-silicon preamps, 2 for record, 2
for playback ... TEAC precision heads ...
Tape
selector switch . . .
Autostop
mechanism ... Two large expanded-scale
VU meters . . . Tape travel direction
indicator . . . Linear level controls ...
fingertip piano-key operation with pause
control ... Built-in standard mix jacks.

And if you want all these features
plus automatic reverse play, pick up
a TEAC 1250.

~:i~=~~~.~~~~ .... $ 4 9 9 5 0

50

The TEAC 450 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby* Noise Reduction System
The TEAC 450, TEAC's top-of-the-line cassette deck, has features and specifications most reel machines
would be proud of:
·
• wow and flutter of less than 0.07% RMS, made possible by a new almost perfectly round capstan.
• dynamically balanced outer rotor with huge flywheel-twice the mass of any other TEAC flywheel.
• enhanced Dolby circuitry for recording Dolbyized*
FM broadcasts.
• Three level bias and equalization for normal,
high output, and chromium dioxide tape.
• automatic timer circuit.
• mic/line mixing.
• low distortion Permaflux heads.
• 60 db signal to noise ratio (with Dolby)
Stereo Review had this to say about the 450: "With
so much 'sameness' among cassette recorders, it was
refreshing to ' encounter the TEAC 450 - a 'different'
machine that does more, and does it better, than any
other cassette deck we've tested up to now."

$

SON~

399

9
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A trio of
cassette decks
to complement
any system

STEREOCRAFT
Price

s399so

•
•
•
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STEREOCRAfT
Price

REEL DECKS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
SONY MODEL TC-377 DELU!CE THREE-HEAD
STEREO TAPE DECK
with Automatic Total-Mechanism Shut-Off (TMS)
For the recordist who wants the slanted control panel look of a
professional recording studio in his home or office, the TC-377
offers a host of extra performance and convenience features, like
Microphone Attenuator Switch, Long-Life Ferrite and Ferrite
Heads, Variable Line Output, and more.
FEATURES: • TMS (Automatic Total-Mechanism Shut-Off) •
Microphone Attenuator Switch • Long-Wearing Ferrite and
Ferrite Heads for Ultra-High Performance• Variable Line Output
• Reversible Slanted Walnut Base provides the perfect angle for
either Horizontal or Vertical Operation • Ultra-High Frequency
Bias • Three-Heads for Tape/Source Monitoring and wider Fre·
quency Response• Servo-Controlled Tape Tension •VibrationFree Motor • Sound-on·Sound Capability • Record Equalization
Selector Switch allows optimum performance with either stan·
dard t.a pe or Sony low-noise, high-output tape.

Straight-Line Record Level Controls.
Built-In Pea' Limiter for distortion-free recording
Automatic Shut-Off
Pushbutton Operation
- Locking Fast Forward and Rewind Buttons
Dual VU Meter
Tape Select Switch for optimum recording characteristics
when using standard and new chromium dioxide cassettes
Microphone and Auxiliary Inputs
Stereo Headphone Jack
Walnut Base

STEREOCRAFT
Price

STEREOCRAFT
Price
Sony Model TC-129 1Stereo Cassette Deck

S58995

SONY MODEL TC-580 PROFESSIONAL-QUALITY
AUTOMATIC REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK
with Electro Bi-Lateral Heads

An excellent choice for today's advanced stereo enthusiast, the TC-129 is
Sony's medium·priced stereo cassette deck. With features like professional
straight-line record level controls and ferrite and ferrite head. The TC· 129
adds high performance to cassette convenience. A great addition to your
stereo system!

If you demand the finest in auto·revene stereo tape deck performance, here is the state-of-art! The deluxe three-motor TC·S80
incorporates exclusive Electro Bi-Lateral Heads and ESP Automatic
Reverse which provide continuous bi-directional playback.
You'll never have to flip over a reel again!
FEATURES • Automatic Total-Mechanism Shut.Off • Center
Capstan Tape Drive • Three Motors • Record Equalization Selec·
tor Switch allows optimum performance with either Standard
tape or Sony low-noise, high-output tape • Sound-on·Sound
Capability • Feather-Touch Control Buttons • Servo-Control
Capstan Motor • Ultra-High Frequency Bias • Microphone/Line
Mixing •Price includes Molded Plastic Dust Cover.

FEATURES:
• Ferrite and Ferrite (F & F) Head
• Tape Select Switch for optimum recording characteristics while
using standard and new chromium dioxide cassettes
• Dual VU Meter • Three·Digit Tape Counter
• Pause Control with Lock • Stereo Headphone Jack
• Microph'one and Auxiliary Inputs
• Built·ln Dust Cover • Automatic Shut·Off

STEREOCRAFT
Price
Sony Model TC-131 SD Economy Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby Noise Reduction System, Ferrite and Ferrite Head, and
Automatic Total Mechanism
Small on dollan, big on Dolby . . . that's the story of the TC-131SD. A
budget-saver, there's nonetheless many features usually found only on
Shut-0 ff {TMS)
higher-pticed units . . . like Dolby Noise Reduction System, for virtually
eliminating tape hiss during playback; ferrit~ and ferrite head; built-in
peak limiter, for distortion-free recording; straight-line record level
controls, illuminated VU meters; automatic total mechanism shut-off
(TMS).
FEATURES:
• Locking Fast-Forward and Rewind
• Microphone, Headphone Inputs • Pause Control, with Lock
• 3-Digit Tape Counter • Record Indicator Pilot Lamps
• Tape select Switch for optimum recording characteristics while
using standard and new chromium dioxide cassettes

STEREOCRAFT
Price
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The TEA C AN-60

Sony Model TC-121A Economy Stereo Tape Deck -

•
•

•

is a companion Dolby* unit for open reel or cassette
decks. Compact, simple to operate and inexpensive, yet it pr~vides a.II the benefits
of the more complex and costly unit. Simplicity of operation is the keynote of this
unit. Simply connect it between your recording source and tape or cassette recorder.
The AN-60 goes to work with the flick of a switch, reducing tape hiss and noise to
levels below avdibility. Discover .a new dimension in sound with this all new,
compact noise reduction unit.

Add the pop-in, pop-out convenience of a cassette deck to your stereo system. The TC-121 A offers traditional
Sony quality at an economical price.
•
•
•
•

TEAC's 1230 Stereo Tape Deck is for
you if you've always hankered for
something less expensive than stacks of
"the latest hits" and something more
versatile than just playing "the same
old tune."
First, unlike most moderately priced
decks, the 1230 has three motor drive,
not one, bu.ilt-in Mic-Line mixing in
stereo and mono, and solenoid operation. So you're ahead of the game
already.
And you get.
- Special "Edi-Q" Pause Control
- Dual VU meter & tape bias switch
And a lot more for only $399.50.
Come in demonstration.

s1999s

STEREOCRAFT
Price
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Dolby-ize any deck!
Sony Model NR-115 Dolby* Noise Reduction Adaptor
Add the NR· 115 to your tape recorder for crisp, clean, noise.free record
and/or playback. Record your own monaural, stereo or quadradial (two
needed) tapes with Dolby process. Or, you can play back stereo or quad
tapes pteviously recorded with Dolby processing and achieve full fidelity,
noise-free playback. Designed for any two- or three-head reel-to-reel, cos·
sette or eight-track cartridge tape recorder, the NR-115 Dolby Noise Reduc·
tion System offers a host of features, including:
FEATURES: • line·input Facility • Built·in 400 Hz Oscillator for in·
put/output balancing • Record/Playback Mode Switch • Illuminated VU
Meter with right/left channel switching • Two Playback Semi·tixed
Controls • Two Input Level Controls.
. I.

STEREOCRAFT
Price

$9995
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*TM Dolby Laboratories
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The TANDBERG 9000X, Tandberg's first
three motor machine, is even better
than everyone expected - and .t hat
says a lot! Stereo Review said of the
9000X "The performance was as nearly
ideal as any we've seen ... represents
the current state of the art for consumer
tape recorders."
Stereo Review found that the response
at 3% inches per second (not ~Yi) was
30 to 22,300 Hz, ±2 db. This is better
than any other machine we know of at
7Y2 i.p.s. Think about this: the difference in price be-tween the 9000X and a
typical $300 machine will be more than
recovered after making only 60 tapes!
Features:
•Three motors • Three speeds: 7Y2, 33,4, 11'& i.p.s.
• Mixing • Sophisticated logic-controlled transport
with 15 IC's (equivalent to about 700 transistors!)

The Tandberg 9000X -

it's a lot of deck!

STEREOCRAFT
Price:

s&ggso

The TANDBERG 3300X. If you haven't
got the bucks for the 9000X, but still
desire Tandberg quality and performance, the 3300X is the deck for you. The
3300X is an improved version of the
_ highly-acclaimed 3000X.

TANDBERG
-

• mixing cap(lbilities
In fact, the 3300X will out-record any other machine
made except for the Tand berg 9000X, and the performance characteristics of the two are virtua.lly identical. The
3300X has got to be the best buy ever in a reel-to-re~I
machine. Its price - iust ......................... .

STEREOCRAFT
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CAR DECKS
FOR TRAVELIN' MUSIC!
SONY ~
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The TANDBERG TCD 300. When Tandberg makes a cassette deck, you
know cassettes have come of ·age. Tandberg decided that they iust
wouldn't produce a cassette machine until they could engineer one
that could meet the same stringent standards imposed on Tan~berg's
famous reel-to-reel recorders.
·And that's iust what's been done with the fabulous new
TCD 300-Tandberg's firS,t cassette tape deck. If you're familiar with
tape recorder specifications, iust listen to these:
Three motors, including one hysteresis synchronous drive
motor and two DC reel motors that can wind or rewind a C60 cassette in 40 seconds. Dual capstans for precise tape
handling and a wow and flutter reading of 0.15% RMS.
Dual peak-reading record level meters that also show playback level. Built-in Dolby system and a Cr02 tape switch,
allowing an incredible 63 db signal to noise ratio!
Standard features include electronic push-button controls, linear
motion input level potentiometers, electronic endstop, built-in microphone preamps, an automatic tape counter with push-button reset,
and constant wind and rewind tape speed.
Difficult to believe? Wait until you hear the sound of the TCD 300,
and feel the precision of its controls. Then you'll know what we mean
when .. we say that the Tandberg TCD 300 is fhe
first cassette recorder built to ~tand comparison
.
with the finest reel-to-reel machines. All for iust

s39990

STEREOCRAFT emphasizes Maxell
Maxell tape, for all the right reasons.
Maxell is demonstrably superior to
all other tape, both mechanically and
in recording performance. The Maxell
cassettes are so phenomenally . reliable that we've had only 4 returns in
over 5,000 sold! College audiovisual
centers, with their high-speed duplicating equipment a~d need for precise length of tapes, are sending
unsolicited praise to the Maxell company.
.
These details of cassette construction put Maxell way ahead: a
pressure pad that's clamped in place by a metal frame, not iust glued;
a leader tape that's marked exactly 5 seconds ahead of the actual recording tape, for precision in starting _tape and record together; the
leader tape is also a non-abrasive head cleaner. Also, the new Maxell
UDC-46 cassette is exactly twenty-three minutes per side, which very
conveniently happens to be the approximate playing time of your
average long-playing record.
These features and performance are reason enough to buy Maxell.
At these prices, it'.s irresistable!

HIGH~PERfO.RMANCE

----...~-

~ ----------........

• Lower wow and flutter
• dynamic range increased by 20 dB

--- ---

~~

Improvements include:

• 4 dB better signal to noise ratio

--

LOW NOISE CASSETTES
C-60
C-90
C-120

.

ULTRA DYNAMIC CASSETTES
UDC-46
UDC-60
UDC-90
UDC-120
REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
E 35-7
( 1800' standard)

List
Price
$2.25
3.20
4.30

Enhance your driving pleasure with the superb
sound of the new SONY TC-10. Special features
like Single-Action Cassette loading and Automatic Cassette Eject allow effortless, distractionfree operation for safe driving. Full of famous
SONY quality and dependability, the TC-1 O delivers a powerful 12 Watts RMS (6 per channel).

~~;~=~~~~~~
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with Automatic Reverse
Tired of stop-and-go stereo? The Sony TC-30
adds the enjoyment of continuous, non-stop
stereo playback to your driving. Thanks to
Automatic-Reverse, you don't have to flip over
a cassette to hear what's on the other side. Many
more deluxe Sony features, plus 12 Watts of
. RMS p~wer (6 per channel), provide exceptional

~~~=~~~~~~~~·~:~~~·_- s15995

1-11
$1.49
2.25
2.99

2.24
2.38
2.98
4.89

6.30

1-5
3.99

6 or more
3.79

4.99

4.83

6.79

6.39

5.89

5.75

®PIONEER~
PIONEER TP-222 MINl-8-TRACK
• Onl\' 4 3,4" x 2" x 6Y2" •Auto and Manual Track Change
• Tone, Volume and Balance Controls • Track Indicator lights

s499s

• Auto and Manual Track Change • Track Indicator lights
•Slide Controls for Balance, Tone• Repeat Button• Fast Forward

~i;~:=~~:AFT Price ......................... ·. . . .

12 or more
$1.39
2.15
2.87

2.29
2.49
3.19
5.09

PIONEER TP-777 DELUXE 8-TRACK
SONY MODEL TC-30 DELUXE
CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

STEREOCRAFT Prices

3.00
3.70
4.80
6.70

LNE 35-7
7.45
( 1800' low noise)
LNE 25-7
10.00
(2400' low noise)
UD 35-7
8.55
( 1800' low noise, high output)

list 559.95,
.
STEREOCRAFT Price ............ . ............... .

SONY TC-10
CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

"The Norwegian Products
with a
World-Wide Reputation"

$

74gs

PIONEER KP-333 AUTO-REVERSE CASSETTE
- • Automatic Reverse • Illuminated Direction Indicator
• Manual Direction Changer • Eject Button
•Volume, Tone and Balance Controls

~i;~::6l:AFT Price ............................. · $7995

Why you should
buy the best turntable
you can afford.
Chances are you've already put more money into your record collection
than into the rest of your entire component system.
That's reason enough to make sure that nothing happens to your
records when you play them.
Remember, records are made of soft vinyl, and they're played with a
diamond-tipped stylus·~ And there's nothing harder on this earth than a
diamond.
If that stylus can't respond easily and freely to all the contours of the
record groove, there's trouble. Especially with the sharp and fragile curves
which produce the high frequencies. Instead of going around these peaks,
the stylus will simply lop them off. And with those little bits of vinyl go the
high notes, your record and your investment.
There's still more to consider. The. record must rotate at precisely the
right speed, or pitch will be off. The motor must be quiet and free of
. vibration, or rumble will be added to the music.
In short, the· turntable should neither add sounds to a record, nor take
any,• away. And that's the kind of turntable you should want. To get that
kind of turntable, we suggest you ask someone you know and trust who
really knows components. A friend. A record reviewer. An audio engineer,
or a good au.d io dealer.
We'll leave it to you to decide if you can afford anything less than a
Dual.

A ST ABLE OF DUAL
THOROUGHBREDS ...
1216

$146
1214
1229

$180.50

THE BEST DUAL OF
THEM ALL . ·.. THE DUAL 701

$371
\

THE 701 FEATURES TWO IMPORT ANT
, ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGHS

The DUAL 701 is the quietest turntable ever made for two reasons:
A "ew electronic, low-speed DC motor; with feedback controlled"speed precision.
DUAL' s exclusive design of overlapping coils simulates an infinite number of poles and
thus eliminates even the minutest pulse~ during rotation.
DU Al's exclusive anti-resonance filters are built into the counterbalance. They are
tuned to remove parasitic resonances derived from the tonearm/ cartridge system and
the chassis. Each filter effectively cancels out the resonant energy that would normally
cause distortion.· In practical terms, this means that disturbances caused by record
warp, dust on the record, feedback and excessive floor vibration will be eliminated.

FEATURE-LOADED TABLES AT ·MODERATE PRICE-S!
===========================================::::;::======================================================================~

THE GARRARD 42M/S ...

THE PE MODEL 3012 •..

.The GARRARD 42M/S is a turntable, base and. cartridge ensemble with a total retail value of $90.85.
Features include: Interchangeable spindles; low mass
aluminum arm with fixed c.o unterweight; adjustable
anti-skating; cueing and pause control with damped
drop; Shure cartridge with elliptical stylus, premounted and balanced for correct lightweight tracking; controls for automatic/manual operation. STEREOCRAFT price ............ .

The PE Model 3012, also a middle-priced automatic turntable, boasts several exclusive
capabilities in addition to the expected ones.
Its features include: Damped cueing, adjustable anti-skating, variable speed control, and
a unique "fail-safe" feature which prevents
accidental stylus descent to empty platter. list
$94; 95. See Page 15 for package deal including base, cover, cartridge.

s549s

@PIONEER.
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TWO PERFORMERS BY PIONEER: The Pioneer PL 12D and
PL-A35 are exceptionally
handsome, rugged, smoothoperating single-play tab-les.
(The PL-A35 will repeat or
shut off, as you wish.) Both
include
carefully crafted
w·ood bases ~nd hinged dust
covers. See Page 15 for prices
including cartridges.

I

---

The PIONEER PL-120: wood base and hinged
cover; 4 pole synchronous motor; anti:skating and damped cueing; stylus position
gauge.

sgggs

less
cartridge

The PIONEER PL-A35: wood base and hinged cover; two motors; ·. auto lead-in, cut,
return, and repeat play.
- .

s1499s

less
cartridge

SEE N.EXT PAGE FOR SUPER BUYS ON
TURNTABLE - -BASE - COVER - CARTRIDGE

I
_J

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
UPGRADE ·YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM
WITH A BETTER CARTRIDGE!
The ADC 250XE has been one of favorites for
two years now, with good reason. It is the most rugged and versatile high performance pickup, we carry.
Designed to track at 1-2 grams, it is equally at home
in an inexpensive Garrard or a top of the line Thorens. Adding such a top-notch
cartridge is one of the best
ways to upgrade the. performance of an older
stereo system.
List $59.
ife.Re.OCRAl=T
Price

-

$·30

Whereas the ADC 250XE is a "Jack of all trades" cartridge, the VLM and
XLM are designed for use only in high-quality, light tracking arms. Reviewers had this to say:
"This is the only cartridge we have .seen that is really capable of tracking
almost all stereo discs at 0.4 grams."
STEREO REVIEW
"The XLM has remarkably low distortion in
comparison with others."
AUDIO
"This would be a very hard cartridge to
~urpass at any price."
STEREO REVIEW
"Priced as it is, it is a real bargain in cartridges."
AU.DIO
" ... in a class by itself!"
STEREO REVIEW
The XLM - features a nude ellip~ical stylus
and tracks at 0.5 grams. Price: $50. The
VLM has an ordinary elliptical stylus, tracks
at 1 gram, and is priced at $46.

Bang &Olufsen

audio-technica..

B&O's patented Moving Micro Cross with "Naked
Diamond" attains exceptional stereo separation
because it converts record groove undulations to stereo
voltages while keeping the coil and the magnet fixed.
There are several advantages to be gained from the
Naked Diamond. Most obvious is the reduction· of tip
mass-.09 mg. as opposed to .40 mg. in the diamond
chip stylus.
All Audio Tech~ica cartridges feature Dual Magnet design for exceptionally flat high frequency
response and elimination of mechanical resonances. Several models incorporate the Shibata stylus,
for exceptional reproduction of stereo and discrete quad recordings.

Car.t ridge

List

Audio Technia AT10
{2Y2 to 4 grams)

$24.95

Audio Technica AT12S
{Shibata stylus)

64.95

ife,Re.0 CRAr:T Price
$ 9.95
49.95

The Shur:e cartridges featured below span a price and performance
range to cover virtually all audio needs. low STEREOCRAFT prices
bring them within easy rea<:h of anyone seeking maximum
performance at minimu·m cost.

u
Shure M91ED
Regular price $24.95
STEREOCRAFT price . . . . . . . .

The Shure M93E. Another very durable, elliptical
stylus cartridge, this one tracks at 1 Yz to 3 grams,
with frequency response approaching that of the
famed V15.

$14 95

Regular price $39.95
STEREOCRAFT price . . . . . . . .

•

Regular price $54.95
STEREOCRAFT price . . . . . . . .

$19 95
•

The Shure V-15 Ill. Intended for use in the finest
high~fidelity systems, this cartridge tracks at %
to 1 Yz grams. It is superior to all but a very elite
group of the world's cartridges, and is a strong
competitbr among even these.

~=i:~~def=~!!~~ I::t~~~nt~:::t~blt:s ~~/~i::!':• !~~~.~:rt~~::~~

once very closely resembles that of the V-15 111."fhe slig~t rise at
the high-frequency end tends to compensate for the usual roll-off
in louClspeaker performance at high frequencies. This cartridge
represents perhaps the ideal compromise between performance
and cost.

$29 95

Regular price $72.50 .
STEREOCRAFT price ... . .. - .

•

$ 5 8 • 90

For a fitting companion to the world's famous turntables, consider the
Shure SME 3009 Series II Improved tone arm - "the best pick-up arm in
the world." This arm allows tracking forces from '!. to S grams, includes
provision for utterly accurate adjustment for every critical
""cc:,;~.
factor related to tracking, frictionless knife-edge bear·
. ,. '"'··-.".
'· . . .
ings
.
•. hydraulic cueing.

~

..

$135.00

$45

B&O SP 14: "Naked Diamond" spherical stylus.
Tracking Force 1.5-2.5 grams.
, Frequency Response 20-20,000 Hz ±:3 db.
B&O SP 12: Elliptical "Naked Diamond."
Tracking Force 1-1.5 grams.
Frequency Response 20-25,000 Hz ±..3 db.

$fEREO CRllJ:T . Turntable .Packages

A QUARTET OF CARTRIDGES;
ONE IS SURE TO PLEASE YOU.

The Shure M44E. Tracking force of 1 3A to 4 grams
makes this cartridge suitable for use in many
inexpensive turntables. It's especially· popular
among broadcast and institutional users for its
high durability.

ife.Re.0 CRAr:T Price

Cartridge

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES
Garrard 42M w /base, cover,
and Shure M75 cartridge
Garrard 958 w /base, cover,
Shure M91E
PE 3012 w/wood base, cover,
ADC 250XE cartridge
Dual 1214 w/MB 10 base, cover,
ADC 250XE
Dual 1216 w/MB 10 base, cover
ADC 250XE
Dual 1218 w /wood base, cover,
ADC 250XE
Dual 1229 w/wood base, cover,
ADC 250XE
Dual 701 w/w9od base, cover,
Shure M91ED

Total Regular
Price
$ 90.85
213.80
177.85 .
195.90
220.40
265.40
327.90
425.95

MANUAL TURNTABLES
Pioneer Pl 12D w /base, cover,
ADC 250XE
Pioneer PLA35 w /base, cover,
ADC 250XE
Philips 212 w /base, cover,
Shure M91ED
Thorens TD 160C w /base, cover
ADC 2SOXE

158.95
207.95
223.50
274.00

STEREOCRAFT
Discount Price

$ 64.95
149.00
117.00
129.00
152.00
187.50
239.00
371.00

109.00
149.95
179.00
215.00

'

Close-Out and Demo ·SP-ecials !
Many one-of-a-kind, so move fast!
Item

List

SCOTT S-11 3-way speakers

$219.90 pr.

SCOTT 357 AM/FM receiver (50 watts RMS)

Sale
$ -1 59 eOO pr.

-----------~----~---------
----------------~--~------~,

11
11 Name
1I
111 Address
I
11
11 City

1,
11
I1
11
11
11

State

1

199.95

149e95

new) ' 389.95

259~00

1I

SCOTT 490 integrated amplifier (new)
( 141 watts RMS)

299.95

199e00

1I

1 Zip Code
1

SCOTT 431 AM/FM tuner (broadcast quality!)

219.90

149·eoo

L1=..-::..-=-"":.-:.-=:= =-:.-:. - -:.:-::.":..·:.::.-=-":.":..":..":..":.":.-=-":.~

ASTROCOM/MARLUX 407 - a truly
professional reel-to-reel with 3
motors, auto-reverse, solenoid controls.
HI-Fl NEWSLETTER'S "standard."

459.95

329e95

KENWOOD KF 6011 denoiser - removes
high-frequency noise from any source;
much better than high fil't er.
.

89.95

59e95

PHILIPS GA202 w /ADC 250XE; New!
Resembles GA212, but also has 78 rpm.

208.95

129e95

INFINITY HOLOSONIC la Speakers (demo.)

498.00 pr.

320e00pr.

RECTILINEAR Ill Speakers (used; mint!)

598.00 pr.

369e00pr.

SONY CF200 AM/ FM radio & cassette recorder

109.95

69e95

SONY TC-84 4-channel 8-track car deck

169.95

129e95

GARRARD 408 Turntable w /base, cover,
SHURE M44E

86.85

49e95

TEAC 210 cassette deck (demo)

189.95

- 159e95

TEAC 220 cassette deck (demo)

239.95

179e95

ALTEC 846U ."Valencia" speakers.
Unfinished birch version of
"Voice of the Theatre"

700.00 pr.

479e00pr.

ALTEC 879A "Santana" speakers (demo)

450.00 pr.

269e00pr.

INFINITY POS I speakers (demo)

196.00 pr.

159e00pr.

PANASONIC RF3030A portable stereo
cassette recorder and AM/ FM stereo
radio; AC or battery.

199.95 .

139e95

PANASONIC RF7280 AM/FM radio, cassette
recorder w /weatherband; snap-in bracket
for car.

154.90

SCOTT 387 AM/FM receiver (100 watts -

·

_

=

ALL

GAMBER-JOHNSON
Hl~FI FURNITURE
60% OFF!
SPEAKER CABINETS (KITS & ASSEMBLED)
AND EQUIPMENT CABINETS

ROLL-ABOUT STEREO CARTS

50% ·oFF!

75e00

ACCESSORIES TO
COMPLEMENT ANY SYSTEM

HEADPHONES THAT WILL PLEASE YOUR EARS
(AND 'PROTECT YOUR NEIGHBORS'!)
No need to settle for inferior sound when you wish t.o listen without disturbing others. These stereophone!
deliver thrilling, soaring highs and deep, natural bass, and are comfortable enough for extended listening.

Record care items improve sound, extend record and stylus life.
The Watts Disc Preener - least expensive effective record
cleaner in existence. No cloth or spray does an adequate
job. The Disc Preener actually cleans the grooves with
millions of tiny, precisely engineered bristles.
Antistatic chemical breaks static charge for easy
dust pickup.
·

s4so

The Watts Record Maintenance Kit contains all items necessary for ·total
record and stylus care. It includes the famed Disc Preener, a Dust B_u g
which tracks your record during play and keeps it clean, a Stylus
g5
Cleaner and a vial of antistatic fluid. Separate prices total $13;
the kit usually goes for $12.50. STEREOCRAFT price .......... .

$10

The Discwasher - most effective cleaner we
know of for really gunkey or mer~ly dusty
discs. Fluid cuts through fingerprints, mayonnaise, pizza, etc. and one-way bristles
remove every vestige of dust. Fluid stores
in walnut handle.

FOR TAPE RECORDISTS

.e e e

KOSS PR0-4AA PROFESSIONAL

. STEREOPHONES

KOSS HV-1 HIGH VELOCITY

STEREOPHONES
These micro-weight (9 oz. less cord)
phones with soft, acoustical sponge earpads are among the most comfortable
we've ever experienced. New driver elements greatly extend the · frequency
range. 10 foot coiled cord. List $39.95.
STEREOCRAFT Price
(529.95 when purchased

- with a system)

4900 (

FROM SONY

$9.95

R

SONY BE-7 CASSETTE INST A:. ERASE

$19. 9 5

Simply insert a cassette into the lnsta-Erase and
~ay good-bye to yesterday's dictation and
recordings! Works automatically without AC or
battery power. Attractively styled in walnut
veneer and brushed aluminum .

ST AX SR-3 ELECTROSTATIC

STEREOPHONES
Electrostatic sound is an indescriboble
experience. Highs are shimmeringly
transparent, with no troce of stridency.
Stax phones were listed in "Category A:
Ultimate sound, price no object" by
Stereophile Magazine. Far and away the
best buy among all electrostatics, the
Stax phones are priced at

s11 ooo

(You've got to hear
them to believe it.)

AUDIO EQUALIZERS LET 'YOU TAILOR SOUND TO FIT ROOM ACOUSTICS

±f¥4tgfilt~1~ttf
:·;::: __ _t
_C":'I_

It's easy to keep your tape recorder performing "like
new" with this Sony maintenance accessory. Periodic
head demagnetizing takes only minutes, yet is absolutely necessary for continued top performance. Specially designed to provide maximum reduction of
residual magnetism on recording heads. Features
pushbutton on / off switch for ease of operation .

Beyond a doubt the most 'outstanding .
conventionol (non-electrostatic) phones,
the Pro-4AA hos been lauded by reviewers and is a consistent favorite of
people who are serious obout music listening. They boast fatigue-free response
to 2 octaves beyond ordinary dynamic
phones, new driver elements for fullrange, uncolored stereo sound, . soft
cushioned headband and fluid-filled ear
cyshions. List $60. STEREOCRAFT Price
$
s45 when purchased
with any system)

Until only recently, the listener could buy the best, most pleosing performance he could offord, ond then lose significant amounts of
performollce due to the setting in which he placed his oudio system. Several new instruments are fast becoming necessities to those who
reolly want to hear music as it sounded when it was recorded. Even an ordinary stereo system can be given richer, fuller, more noturol
sound; and what a good equalizer will do for an otherwise outstanding system is beyond description!

1

HE-2 HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

111
I
11

L -= -~-1--.

.Jll-C~,
nr

~- - 1 &.;:~

THE SOUNDCRAFTSMAN 20-12 Audio Frequency
Equalizer. In his extremely complimentary review in S~er_e!!phile
Magazine, J. Gordon Holt concluded " ... In other words, it is the
most nearly-perfect audi9 device we have ever tested . .. we are
confident !hat you'll never regret spending the money for it. And
we have never before said that of any product. 'Buy it, you'll like
it!'." The Soundcraftsman, with ten slide controls for each channel,
lets you tune eoch octave from 20 to 20,480 Hz, to the exactly
proper intensity for your listening room. The test report in Hi-Fi
Stereo Buyers' Guide soid "In user-type tests the unit did what must
be 1ermed a spectacular job at improving the deep bass performance from bookshelf-type speaker systems . .. a worthy addition to
any hi-fi system, regardless of price or quality."

$299 .SQ . including wood cabinet.

.

THE JVC SEA- l 0. This is an equalizer on a more
modest scale, but still very effective. It plugs directly
into your stereo to provide much more control over room
acoustics than is possible with conventional tone
controls. Five slide controls cover t~e entire frequency
range. from 40Hz to 15,000Hz, with switchable dual
range controls for the high and low ends of the sound
spectrum.

$109. 95

with case.

Co-rec budget cut
Mike McLeod, the new direc- pavilion· hav.e been reduced beof recreation at Central, is cause of funding cutbacks.
There will be four paid stu) facing a challenge this year of
,trying to operate a co-rec pro- dents operating the co-rec program on a budget that has been gram at the pavilion. One of the
cut 43 per cent from last year. members· of this staff will be a
His department must operate· on graduate assistant who will act
as supervisor. This -also satisfies
a budget of $16,000.
McLeod is cautiously optimis- the liability requirements that
tic that the program can operate call for a faculty or staff member
to . the satisfaction of most to be present during operating
hours. Also on the staff will be
students. "We won't be able to
subsidize programs as in the - two lifeguards and one student to
check out equipment.
McLeod emphasized the fact
that volunteers, especially recreation majors, could possibly
get college credits for helping in
the co-rec program.
Along with his duties as1::>irector of Recreation, McLeod will be
teaching six hours of recreation
classes. He will instruct Recreation Leadership and Recreation
and Leisure Education.
Concerning the reduction of
co-rec hours at the pavilion,
McLeod said, "Rather than being
able to go there anytime and use
the facilities, the students will
have to plan their schedule for
the open hours." If enough
faculty members and students
volunteer to help in the co-rec
program the hours .will be
expanded, he stated.
Other areas in McLeod's department are the Rental S4op
and the Games Room. McLeod
said he was forced to raise the
rates for items in the Rental
Shop. The rates will be the same
as they were-when the shop first
opened. He said the Rental Shop
Mike McCleod
must be self-supporting.
past, but if we can get some help
from student and· faculty volunteers we can have a good overall
program," he said. ·
McLeod graduated in recreation from Central in the spring of
1972. Since then he has been
working on his masters and plans
to take his oral examinations in
November.
In 1971 he· created the Tent 'n
Tube Rental Shop. While studying for his MA degree he worked
in an internship program with
Don Wise, · associate dean of
student union and activities, on
student union management.
· Concerning his new position,
McLeod said, "I'm happy to be
connected with Central, to live in
Ellensburg and to be close to the
Yakima River." McLeod has been
an avid fan of river floating and
has produced a pamphlet of.rules
of safe floating.
The new director plans to
operate the co-rec program at
Nicholson Pavilion for · under
$5000 for the next three qua.rters. The co-rec hours at the
~tor

The hours for the Games Room
are also going to be reduced, but
the exact hours have not been
determined yet.
One of McLeod's goals this
year is to provide more activities
for married students and their
children. He stated that, "if a
group wants to get some kind of
activity organized, I will help
them in any way that I can." He
. went on to say that if anyone is
interested in a particular activity/club or would like to start a
new club, they are welcome to
come to him for assistance.
If the members of the college
community respond to McLeod's
request for volunteers, the recreation department might be
able to operate as it did last year . .
This is what Mike McLeod is
hoping will happen.

Voters!
The voter registration drive
conducted this week is drawing
to a close tomorrow.
Students planning to register
are reminded that Saturday is
the. last day a person may
register if he or she wishes to
vote in the upcoming elections.
At the registration table in the
SUB Pit area, the voter registrars are also able to transfer a
persons voting district to any
city in the state.
Persons who registered last
year and have since moved somewhere else within Ellensburg
should contact the voter registrars to transfer to another
voting precinct if necessary.
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Dorm suit awaits
rule compliance
A former Central co-ed whose
legal suit against the college
housing policy is still pending,
has re-enrolled after a year of
non-attendance. Now she must
decide again whether or not to
live in a dormitory in compliance
with rules which she claims are
illegal.
Judy Talman, a 19-year-old
from Orcas Island, was prohibited from re-enrolling into the
college last September when she
refused to live in a dormitory
according to college housing
rules. She had asked for the exception because her doctor had
deemed dormitory life detrimental to her health.
Last week she received a
letter from Wendell Hill, director
of auxilary services, informing
her that she would be permitted
to register for classes this
_quarter. Earlier in the week she
had been told that unless she dismissed the suit and agreed to live

in a dormitory she could not
enroll at CentraL
Her suit charges that the
college housing policy is in
violation of her rights under the
Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution and discriminates
on the basis of ·age, academic
achievement and choice of living
arrangements.
Hill said that this year Ms.
Talman is being given the
opportunity to re-enroll in s}:>ite
of the pending suit. She can also
request to be allowed to live off
campus.
Her request, he added, would
be examined "with the same
open-mindedness and consideration as would a -similar request
from any other student."
Ms. Talman said that if she
accepts the offer and is granted
the right to live off campus the
decision would nullify the pending suit. ·

Ellensburg

Floral Shop

SAY IT
ALL

"Flowers For
AH Occasions"

307 N. Pearl • Ph. 925-4149

This Term, your
reading assignments
.rill probably req~ire
arouncl 500 hours of
your time

TVE14§ Tl<VUSEl<ST.M.

FOR THE CUFFED

LOOK!
Plaids, Brush Denims,
Knits, Checks &
Patterns

You Could Cut It To
150
• Attend a FREE Evelyn Wood Demonstration
Ellensburg: Thunderbird Motel
VVest 8th .Street
Thursday '

I

; ...

Oct. 4
v,;o' Oct.,' 7 "',',

THE
IN SEAM
"TWO SHOPS IN/ ONE"

'1

. .

<

"

''

~

4th & Pearl

Open Friday Nites
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'Entertainer' makes

two-day stand
A musical production of "The
Entertainer" will be staged on
Central's campus the evenings of
Oct. 5 and 6.
Directed by Donald Reich, a
Yakima student completing his
master's degree requirements,
the play enjoyed London success
about ten years ago.
Reich has composed new music
for the play although · the story
line and dialogue remains as
written by playwright ' John ·

Osborn.
The production begins at 8:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday, Oct. 5
and 6, in McConnell Auditorium.
There will be a token 25 cent admission charge.
Reich, a teacher at Yakima's
Washington Junior High School,
has selected a cast from Yakima
and Ellensburg area actors.
Following the two-day Ellensburg showing, the play will be
staged in Yakima.

9:00 AM FamilyWorship Service
11 :00 AM Second Worship
Service

-BIBLE STUDY GROUPS
"Bethel Bible Series Available"

WE HEARTILY WELCOME
CWSC STUDENTS I
For information please call 925-2844
or 962-9693

FIRST LUTHERAN CHURCH
Ruby St. between 5th & 6th
Roland Wir Wittrock, Pastor

Georgia Ganzman, Katherine
Hooks and Debbie Ward.
[Photo by Paddy B. Cottrell]

SKY'S THE LIMIT -- For the first time Central
women are sworn in as ROTC members by Col.
Charles Greenwood. From left to right they are

State intern
iobs open
in Olympia

WELCOME
STUDENTS

WE HAVE _
24 MAYTAG WASHERS
AND 16 DRYERS
W1\RM ATMOSPHERE

c811ip~horee
Wonderful
Woodsman
Shirt
$10

I

.

SUPER .QUIET·
SURROUNDINGS
Soft Music

FREE PARKING
207 N. PINE

Free Coffee

MODEL COIN-OP
LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS
NEAR THE POST OFFICE

Student applicants for an internship with the Secretary of
State's office in Olympia during
winter and spring quarters are
being sought, Calvin D. Johnson,
announced this week.
"Preference will be given to
senior students majoring or
minoring in some aspect of mass
media," Johnson said, "but the
door is open to virtually all
majors."
"This is an excellent opportunity for the student whose interests are directed toward state
government," he said. "Tentative
plans call for the intern to be
involved primarily with legislative proposals and dealings with
the Olympia press corps."
Academic credit may be earned through arranged course
work. "It is possible that a small
monthly salary might be involved," he said.
Applicants will be asked to
prepare a formal resume of their
academic and employment background. "We shall screen the
applications on the · basis of
interest, aptitude and potential
performance, narrowing the list
to possibly two or three students," he said. "Final selection
will be based on personal interviews by the secretary of state's
office.

SUNDAYS
,
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!Timber! We've just the flannelie softshirt you need
for those bonfire weekends. Ifs a big bold plaid plucked
from a woodsman's cottage in carefree 65% cotton,
35% polyester. Sizes 8 to 18.

Bible Study. • . . • .·

9:00 am

Folk Worship . . • . • .

10:00 am

CENTER
FOR
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
11th and Alder
(2 blocks East of Holmes Dining Hall )

LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY
925-3196'

Rev. Bill Jeffs
... ., l!
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SENIOR PLACEMENT
cation as soon as you have
All
non-teacher
oriented registered for your fall quarter
seniors and graduates are invited classes.
to attend an introductory meetMEDITATION SOCIETY
ing with the campus placement
The Students International
,office personel Oct. 10 at 3 p.m. Meditation Society is holding
and Oct. 11 at 4 p.m. in Hertz meetings every Monday evening
recital hall. Placement registra- at 7:30 in SUB 206. For further
tion forms will be available for information on the technique and
the orientation sessions.
practice of transcendental meditation, call John Diaz, 925-4986.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
RECREATION
The Inter Varsity Christian
MAJORS, MINORS
Fellowship will be holding a·
A get-together meeting will be
general meeting Sunday night at
7 in SUB 214. All are welcome. held in Grupe Conference Center
Contact Jeff Cooke, 925-367 4 for
further details.

·.

Grupe Confer-

Monday from 7-9 p.m. The theme
is "Come Together" for the
annual event and all are invited.
For further info call ' Denise
Pitman, 925-3433.

BA APPLICATIONS
B A degree applications are
now being accepted by the
registrar for fall quarter graduation. The deadline for all
applications is tomorrow.

WINTER QUARTER
STUDENTTEACHERS
ANDOPTIONC
The off-campus supervisors
will be on campus Wednesday,
Oct. 10. Sign up on the bulletin
board outside Black Hall 206 to
discuss your placement with
your supervisor between 7:30-

HELP WANTED
One typist and one researcher
needed to help with planning for
future expansion of Ethnic
Studies Program. Contact the
Ethnic Studies Office, Edison
Hall 102, 963-3408.

,

Astr~-Winchester-Torpaddo

WINTER
STUDENT TEACHERS
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement during winter quarter please come to Black
Hall 217 to update your appli-

c Iass if ie d ads

FOR SALE: '61 Chrysler. Good
running condition. Very roomy.
See, at 507 N. Ruby or call_
925-6281 evenings. $250 or best
offer.
WARM YOUR COCKLES
with Dean Swift fancy Sniffing .
Snuff. Send name, etc. for free ;,~ '.
samples. Dean Swift Ltd. Box : :
2009, San Francisco, CA 94126
Lost St. Bernard puppy, 6-month-old female. If found or spotted,
please notify Ellensburg Police
or Joe Wolf, 1006 E. 8th.
;:;:;:;:~:;~::::~:;:;~::;:::;:;:~;:f.::j?;:~~::::::-.:r:~!N£-f"~~~

------

Murry

ALSO USED BICYCLES

REASONABLE ·REPAIR
RATES

Starts Sunday
OPEN 5:45
Shows At 6:00 & 8:25

THE

OPEN7:30 R

.

RE-CYCLE SHOP
301 N. Main

925-3326

SEE OUR SPECIALS
AND
OUR NEW LEATHER COATS
AND JACKETS
103 Discount
Coats by:
on any coat
Dea Dea Dab,
to collage students
. Many other sale items Fashionbilt,
•
All Kinds of Accessories
I Alexander

$198

Margaret's
720

E~

8th

across from Lind Science Hall
in the Plaza 925-9737

MASTCRS
Jr-'
II~

Wes+

ct2.S•t,,!'I~

A'~c.

CUSTOM r'\AOS

LcATMER GOOJ)S
Be.lt-.s

PLA. rs c.s

C. lo+ ht.S
SQ.nd le.s

c~nd le.s

f&#er~

p,,.,..,, p"erM.ii Cl.
c

~r+o.iY\ ~ ~r•(.C\
is M.t'\Gle-r nc-w
MO.n°'~evHt.nt.

Now

lt '•s be.tier

~hQr\

ev~r. co~e.

olo~

tAt\tA

R

Co-Hit 8:45
STEVE McQUEEN in

A Clockwork Orange

(Ask Anyone)

SHEAFFER, WORLD-WIDE, A textronl COMPANY

:~~~ t:t~~. the

BICYCLES

VOTER REGISTRATION
Only two more days to register
on campus for the November
elections. Get involved and regist er in the SUB Pit 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Simple,
straight-forward,
· classic -out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.
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visi+
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Little Fauss
&
Big Halsey

--

.Bullitt

ELLEN 0/1
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Africa changing but still dark
by Karla Stakston
It had been named the Dark

Continent for it was a land
shrouded in mystery. These
words evoked the caff1 of throbbing village drums, the eerie
trumpeting of vast herds of
elephants, the myriad sounds of
exotic jungle animals, the. eternal
lure of instant riches in 'gold and
diamonds, anguished cries of
natives shackled for lives of
slavery, and the grandeur of
pyramid studded ancient Egypt.
Today's Africa contains these
wonders still, but she is a land
changing quickly. 0;.1e of Central's educators, Dr. John
Wesley Crum, his wife Jennie,
and fourteen graduate students
from our state visited Africa this
summer. They embarked upon
their African safari tour June 15
and returned after a month of
fascinating experiences July 17.
Most interesting adventure
Dr. Crum, who has also visited
the Orient and Europe, recalled
his trip as being "the most
interesting, varied, stimulating
travel adventure I ever had."

The group began their tour in
the Republic of South Africa.
They stayed in · Johannesburg,
and their first afternoon were
introduced to the city, viewing
the line of the fabulous gold reef
and driving through beautiful
residential suburbs.
When the tour bus stopped at
the edge of Soweto township,
members became acutely aware
of the official policy the Republic
practices of racial segregation,
termed apartheid. It was illegal
for any Caucasian to enter
Soweto, for it is the vast complex
housing all the black citizens of
the city.
The Afrikaan (language which
· is a mixture of tribal and Dutch)
word for all black peoples is
Bantu. Bantus living in the
Republic's cities are restricted to
their own living section.
Within their townships they
have their own schools and
hospitals staffed by their own
people.
Those peoples not pure black
are considered colored people.
Colored people are under the .

same regulations as the Bantu,
but unofficially have a higher
status than the Bantu and may
be pla·ced in more highly skilled
' jobs.
The last group includes
Indians, Orientals and all others
'.vho a.re not Caucasian. They are
parallel to the colored people in
status. The only exception to this
classification system are the
Japanese people.
Mainly because of the financial
status in the country, the
Japanese are legally considered
"honorary whites." This entitles
them to . associate socially and
professionally with the white
community.
The non-Caucasian segment of
South Africa is required to pay
taxes, but they are much lower ·
than the taxes of the Caucasians.
Government housing, education,
bus transportation, jobs and
clothing (if the job requires a
certain style) are provided for
the non-Caucasians.
The apartheid system is engineered in such a way that
contact with people of another

TUESDAY NIGHT IS
SMORG NIGHT AT
THE PIZZA HUT
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$149
5 pm - 8 pm
PHONE 925-5001

HOME AND DORM DELIVERY
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 5 TO 1
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 5 to 1

race is not usual. In fact, Dr.
Crum said that the only Blacks
he saw were porters.
Tourjst visas
The Republic of South Africa is
sensitive, as are all governments,
to any adverse criticism they
might receive and consequently
any association with foreign
media must be stated on the
tourist's visa.
In Kruger National Park and
Eastern Transvaal, a province of
the country, the tour bus took
the members of the safari
through the hiveld, an area
somewhat like Eastern Washington, and down into the pretty
sub~tropical lowveld, an area like
Southern California.
They spent three days in the
park observing the beautiful wild
scenery and the thousands of
free-roaming impala, giraffe,
warthog, monkey, antelope,
zebra, wildebeest and other
animals populating the 8 000 acre
preserve.
Original dances
Rhodesia was next, where
they stayed in a lodge adjoining
the majestic Victoria Falls. That
evening the group was driven
through typical bush country to
the Shangaan Musha village.
After treating their guests to a
barpeque dinner, the villagers
performed a number of spontaneous original dances for the
tourists.
\Vhile traveling through the ·
countryside, the group. met with
some members of the Masai
tribe. This tribe has maintained
many of their old ways, despite
government attempts to intoduce them to an industrial
civilization.
The Masai seen were wearing
robes of predominantly red, and
had adorned their hair with red
clay and butter. The loose robe,
open at the sides, reached the
ankle in front, but stopped at the

Halloween
Party Coming
Soon!
Get Your
Costume Ready!
(Includes 50 Cups)

'Av

waist in the back. Nomads and
cattle breeders, the Masai are
famous for their shepherding of
lion herds and their custom of
drinking cow's blood mixed with
milk.
Ababe Kasaye
While in Addis Ababa, the
group was invited for dinner to
the home of Ababe Kasaye, who
is a student at Central. Ababe
was attending summer school,
but his·fatlier, a former imperial
bodyguard for Jiailie Selassie,
and sister entertained the
travelers.
They he~ded on by plane to a
few primitive villages, Bar Dar,
Gondar and Asmara. While in
Asmara, the site of a U.S.
space-tracking
station,
the
tourists viewed a native home.
The adobe thatched roof home
consisted of a kitchen, a storeroom and a living room. Most of
the furniture was made of
sunbaked mud and dung.
The children slept in the
kitchen, and the parents shared
the living room with their
animals.
In the last country the group
visited they witnessed the contrast of the ancient beside the
modern. They stopped at Khartoum in the Sudan, flew over the
Sahara Desert, viewed the
merging of the Blue Nile and he
White Nile at Lake Nassar, and
followed the river to its mouth,
eventually landing in Cairo.
They took in the major sights
of ancient Egypt-the Valley of
the Pharoahs, home of the ·
famous Giza Pyramids and the
Cheops Pyramid.
Alert military
Besides
touring
historic
churches and museums in Cairo,
the group was exposed to the
. feeling of being in a city on an
alert military status. The streets
were filled with soldiers and
military vehicles and the airport
was surrounded by trenches
filled with military personnel.
All members of the safari
adventure experienced a cultural
shock while in Africa. Besides
being a place of completely ·
different
customs,
sounds,
sights, smells and experiences,
there is the extreme difference
within the continent itself.
Dr. Crum concluded that
although Africa is not the
mystery it was once, it has lost
none of its exotic appeal to those
with a sense of adventur.e.

.)
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SAMUELSON UNION OFFICES
-------------------

Associate Dean for Student Union Activities .... 3-1511
Academic Advisement ..................... 3-3409'
Associated Students of Central ..... o ......... 3-1691
College Bookstore .... · ..................... 3-1311 ·
Cooperative Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-3409
Campus Crier ...... ·....................... 3-1026
S.U.B. Food Service.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-3451
Recreation, Social Activities, & Rental Shop. . . . 3-3541
Scheduling Center ............ ,. ...........
Veteran's Affairs.........................

3-1321
3-3818

§AM£~.B.9.9.M..

S.U.B.. C.A. E.E..t..E.R..lA

POOL T~BLES
'Al R-HOCKEY'
PING-PONG
FOOSBALL

FEATURING:
Nancy's Home-made Soups
Mickey's Salads and Openface sandwiches
Special Breakfasts at low
prices
Noon-time Hot Entree
Two private dining rooms
for luncheons and conferences

-and "Crazy-Shirley"
on Friday evenings!

Wild Kitty still lives!

7:30 am - 5:00 pm

It's all right here!
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----the sporting thing-----

1

• 1n
•
'Cats vv1n
league
d .

d,

by Rafael Gonzales
sports editor
What will a dollar buy? Well, most of a six-pack, about two
gallons of gas, a hamburger, a large tube of toothpaste and now,
for the first time ever, admission for a Central student to a Central
ball game. The move by the athletic department to charge
admission to sports events this year is one that will affect a large
number of students on campus and should be clarified for those
people.
Adrian Beamer, athletic director, explained, "The way this
move came into being was, of course, due to a large cut in o.u r
budget. Last spring when we were involved in the budgeting
process the ASC and the· Joint Student Fees Committee cut us
·
back quite severely.
'
"They said we could generate additional monies by charging
students, a move which we were against from the start. We
requested a budget which we felt we could work with, and it was
eut quite severely. We were forced into this. move to aid in financing our program," he continued.
.
According to Beamer, the figure of one dollar per game was no~
set arbitrarily and without some thought, but was the result of "an
attempt to reach a fair amount for both the students and the
program and make the rate as low as was possible and yet
practical."
·
Beamer also noted that "the pass which the student can
purchase for $3.50 allows them to get into the fall quarter contests
for half price. ,
The winter quarter pass will be sold for $6 and will allow the
student to attend 16 events. At present there are no plans. to
charge admissi6n for any of the spring quarter events.
Another aspect which has been mentioned is the fact that high
school students possessing a valid ASC card are allowed into the
games for the same price as that paid by a student without the
season pass. "We decided to charge the one dollar admission price
for high school students in an attempt to encourage more of them
to attend our ball games and provide a bit more support, both
financially and spiritually, for our athletic programs."
Beamer stated, "As to continuing this policy of charging admission for games, we have no real idea yet. Of course, it will be based
upon enrollment •.attendance and other variables. We do, however,
anticipate a slight decrease in attendance this year due to the
initiation. of the admission charge."
"We have always had the philosophy that the athletic program is
here for the enjoyment of the students .and we were against the
initiation of an admission charge from the start," the athletic
director concluded, "however, we were faced with a financial
problem and we had to do something. Unfortunately, the initiation
of an admission charge to Central ball games for Central students
was that something."

down drive which was engineered by Mike
Anderson. Harry Knell [85] and Steve Freeman
[68] cleared the way for the runner.
· [Photo by Gonzales]
snatched an errant Anderson only three occasions.
Fitterer, who received his first
pass and carried it 46 yards into
starting call for the Wildcats, led
the end zone.
On the opening play of the final all rushers with 88 yards! Butch
period, the Raiders tried to go Petty added 41 yards to the 136
ahead with a 37 yard field goal ground game of the 'Cats.
In the -passing department,
attempt. The attempt was into
the strong wind which prevailed Engdahl grabbed two Anderson
all day. The ball fell short and the tosses for 22 yards, including the
'Cats took over on their own 20. reception on the scoring drive,
From the 20 Anderson engine- and Knell and Petty caught one
ered a scoring drive which took apiece. Knell's was the spectac13 plays and consumed five ular 30 yard play which carried
minutes of the period. Split end the 'Cats deep into Raider
Tom Engdahl and wingback territory.
"This is one of the best wins
Harry Knell both made key
receptions to keep the drive we have had around. here in a
alive. Engdahl made a diving long time/' stated Parry. "We
catch on· the Central 33 for 15 played very well on both ends of
yards and a first down bringing the game. Our defense especially
the crowd to its feet. Knell did a good job."
"Anderson is a good quarterwrestled the football from two
defenders .to gain 30 yards and back and he played a great game
carry the offense down to the for us. Of course he was nervous
at the start but he settled down
Raider 20.
Four plays and a first down and called a good ball game.,;
later, Fitterer carried the ball
seven yards to paydirt.
Following the final touchdown,
the defense slammed the door on
the Raiders and did not allow
them across the mid-field -stripe
again.
Central's final tally came when
Greg Bushaw, who also booted
both PATs, kicked a 31 yard field
goal following an interception of
a Zottola pass by linebacker
Terry Lehman.
The Raider's final chance to
·score was snuffed when John
Kreuger picked off another Zottola pass on the 'Cats 17 and
returned it 39 yards to the
Central 49.
The front line of the Central
defense coupled with the linebacking corps of Lehman, Ed
Laforce and Jim Larsson were
singled out by head coach Tom
Parry for praise , along with the
secondary of Bushaw, Hauntz
and Kreuger. The alert secondary allowed only three pass
completions in the game while
intercepting three Raider passes.
Hauntz also recovered a · (umble
and returned it eight yards.
The defensive unit allowed
only six first downs the entire
afternoon, three of which were
via the penalty route and allowed
4th
the Raiders across midfield on

LEADING
GAINER - Pat Fitterer
[43] breaks through the line for a six yard gain in
the fourth quarter. A subsequent seven-yard
sprint by Fitterer climaxed the 80-yard touchCapitalizing on a superlative
defensive effort and a fine game
by sophomore quarterback Mike
Anderson, the Wildcats won
their EvCo opener here Saturday
by breaking open a tie ball game
in the final period to down
Southern Oregon· Co\lege Red
Raiders 17-7.
·
The young ·central defensive
unit under the direction of
assistarit coach Spike Arlt stalled
the Raider offense and allowed
only 64 yards net rushing and
held quarterback Marty Zottola
and Mike Sparlin to only 24 yards
in the air.
Anderson, a sophomore from
BremeFton, also rose to the
occasion and led the Wildcat
offense for two touchdowns,
including an 80-yard drive which
ended in the tie-breaking touchdown. Anderson started and
played the entire game in place
of injured quarterback John
Coen who was nursing wounds
from last week's win over Lewis
and Clark Pioneers.
Pat Fitterer, a transfer from
Yakima Valley College and a
former Ellensburg player, played
a big part in the win netting 88
yards in 18 carries for the 'Cats
ground game. The junior running
back also scored the tie-breaking
touchdown on a seven yard run.
Anderson opened the scoring
for both squads when he plunged
three yards for the score on a.
fourth down quarterback keeper.
The touchdown was set up when
Phil Hauntz grabbed a Sparlin
aerial and returned it eight yards
to the· Raider 21. Five plays later
the 'Cats scored.
The tough defensive unit, led
by Steve Shaw, John Fisher, Jim
Cnrter, Erv Stein and Don Cox of
the front line allowed the Raiders
into Central territory only once ·
in the first half. On the first play
in Central's end of the field,
Savelio · Loa forced a hurried
pitchout which was fumbled and
recovered by HauD.tz. He carried
the ball back to the Raider's 48
_ yard· line.
The first half ended with the ·
'Cats. holding on to a 7-0 lead.
In the third period the Raiders
knotted the score when, with
· 7:54 left, linebacker Louis Perez

~

Throng hassled
by game prices

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Represented
434 North Sprague

925-3167
:

WELCOME BACK
WE MISSED YOU

BE SURE AND VIS·IT CENTRAL
WASHINGTON'S MOST COMPLETE
JEWELRY STORE

WE -HAVE A COMPR.EHENSIVE COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT WITH COMPLETE JEWELRY
AND. GIFT LINES -FOR STUDENTS AS
WELL AS TEACHERS

BUTTON JE-WELERS
and Pine

925-2400 '
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CWSC Invitational
set for ~turday
The Central cross-country picked as the· favorite in the
team will open their schedule university division.
·
with their only home meet of the
The following personnel were
season on Saturday as they host listed by Lionvale as probably
the CWSC Invitational meet, making up his harrier squad for
according to Tom Lionvale,cross- the inaugural meet: juniors Bob
country coach at Central.
Johnson, Paul Slichter, Jim
"The meet is an opener and we Christenson a:r:id Kevin Taylor;
will get a good look at the cross- sophomores Claton Belmont,
country team Saturday," he said! Gary Cinotto, Stan Clayton and
"We definitely expect to be in the Ken Turner; and freshmen
thick of things. The squad is Reese Colbo, Louis Boudreaux,
training very hard and has a Mike Christensen, Bill Ardissono
good positive mental attitude."
Mike Anderberg, Mike Wold,
According to Lionvale, Central Rich Johnson and Gary Zasiand the squad from Oregon moulch.
College of Education will be the
The meet will be held at a
two top contenders in the college location about 11 miles out of
division of the meet. In the Ellensburg, and there will be a
community c'ollege division the car caravan leaving Nicholson
freshmen and sophomore team Pavilion at 11:00 for the meet,
from Central go in as favorites. said Lionvale. He advised people
Oregon State University, a Pac-8 interested in attending to "dress
school, has the team which is warmly and wear old clothes."

Jobn Coen, Central's AllAmerican quarterback, has garnered three more honors to add to
his already long list of accolades.
Coen was picked as Player of the
Week by the Evergreen Conference and the Northwest Sportswriters Association and was
selected as Wildcat of the Week
for the week of September 23.
Paul Madison, publicity director for EvCo, announced the
choice of Coen as the EvCo
Player of the Week on the
offense. Coen shared the honor
with Jay Milton,' a defensive
halfback from Oregon College of
Education, who was selected as
Player of the Week for the
defense.
Milton
intercepted
three passes in OCE's 19-8
victory over Eastern. He also
returned his first interception 35
yards to set up the Wolves first
score.
Central head football coach
Tom Parry announced the Wildcat of the Week honor and
expressed his pleasure with
Coen's performance against
Lewis and Clark.
The Northwest Sportswriters
Association also announced that
they had picked the durable
signal-caller as their Player of
the Week for the Northwest.
Coen earned the triplehonors
with his stellar performance in
the 'Cats season opener Sept22 on a rain-soaked Tomlinson

Field. Coen generaled a heartstopping fourth quarter comeback to stop the Lewis and Clark
Pioneers of Portland 14-9.
With less than 10 minutes
remaining on the clock Coen led
the Wildcats down field and
scored the first touchdown with a
seven yard strike to Bob Harvey.
That drive was highlighted by
two fourth downs and· long
yardage situations where Coen
hit his receivers for the fir~t
down.
·
The final Wildcat drive was
climaxed when the All-American
plunged over for the score from
four yards out. A 67 yard toss to
Mike Halpin set up the score.
The stocky Hawaiian completed 21 of 33 passes for 228 total
yards in tlie air, and helped out
the 'Cats sputtering ground
attack with over 30 yards
rushing to his credit.
Coen fajled to see any action in
the 17-7 win over the Red .
Raiders of Southern Oregon
Qollege last Saturday due to
injuries suffered in the game
against Lewis and Clark. He is
expected to start , against the
team from Eastern Oregon
college in the EvCo game Saturday.
Head coach Tom Parry stated
that he was "really pleased with
Coen's selection! I feel the honors
are well deserved."

Oct. 6

CWSC Invitational at Ellensburg

Oct.13

Seattle Pacific Invitational
Fort Casey (Whidbey Island)

Oct. 20

Whitworth Invitational
Spokane, Washington

Oct. 27

Eastern Oregon State College Invitational
La Grande, Oregon

Nov.3

Evergreen Conference Meet
Bellingham, Washington
N.A.I.A. District I Meet
Simon Frazar Univ.
Vancouver, B.C.

Nov.10

N.A.I.A. National Meet
Salina, Kansas

Nov.17
*All meets begin at 11:00 a.m.

.............................................................

THIS·WS.EK:
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the college~~
i~ bookstore
w~ sell books too!
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Fieldhouse
0

~ ::;i; :~d
1

'1'he new pro-turf surface on
the fieldhouse floor at Nicholson
Pavifron is nearing completion,
announced Sfan Sorenson, chairman of the facilities committee.
The concrete work has been
completed and is nearly dry, he
stated, and the interior has been
painted in bright pastel colors
which have brightened up the interior of the place considerably.
The next and final phase of the
renovation will be the application
of a three eights inch layer of
pro-turf over the prepared concrete floor. According to Sorenson, the floor ·will be completely smooth and will not be
"grass-like" as is the popular
astro-turf. The pto-turf floor will
replace the dirt floor which was
in the facility previously.
Basketball, tennis, volleyball,
and other sports are listed for
the fieldhouse. A weight-lifting
area is also planned.
"There will be a priority set for
the usage of the building," stated
Sorenson, "and activities that can
be scheduled will be determined
by the P.E. department here at
Central."
This facility will be primarily a
physical education area and its
control will be under the P.E.
department according to the
facilities· committee chariman.
"Care and maintenance of the
new facility will be an expensive
and time-consuming operation,
and in .view of that its care and
usage will be closely supervised,"
Sorenson concluded.
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CIGARETTES _---~---····--···-····-·····-··--------

DELIVERY CHARGE 15c'
$1.00 Minimum Order

Phone 925-5900 Sunday -• Thursday -

6:00 p.m. • Midnight
Friday· Saturday~ 6:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m.
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SANDWICH AND FRIES .
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MILK SHAKES Large_
MALTS -~-----·----------.Large
Root Beer
Cherry
Marshmallow
Wild Blackberry
Chocolate ·
Blueberry

Small
Small

Peppermint .
Fresh Banana
Butterscotch
Pineapple

Licorice
Peanut Butter
Red Raspberry
Cheesecake

Strawberry

Vanilla

Chocolate Showers

T
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ICE .C REAM
CHOCOLATE, vANILLA, AND SPIOCIAL OF 'I;HE'DAY .
DISH ·---·--·------·-----·······..... ----=-······--··--~-.
PINT ----------·-· ····-·-·--'----------····-QUART -----···----···-··-··-----·--···-..!.-----
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